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INTEGRATION OF VERY SHORT ELECTRIC

PULSES FOR MINIMALLY TO

NONINVASIVE ELECTROPORATION

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED

APPLICATIONS

This application relies on and claims the benefit of the

filing date ofU.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 61/ 167,

997, filed 9 Apr. 2009, and US. Provisional Patent Applica-

tionNo. 61/285,618, filed 11 Dec. 2009, the entire disclosures

of both of which are hereby incorporated herein in their

entireties.

STATEMENT OF GOVERNMENT INTEREST

This invention was made with government support under

Contact CBET—0933335 awarded by National Science Foun-

dation. The government has certain rights in the invention.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to the field of biomedical

engineering and medical treatment of diseases and disorders.

More specifically, the invention relates to methods for

destroying aberrant cells, including tumor tissues, using a

series ofelectrical pulses having durations on the nanosecond

scale.

2. Description of Related Art

Treatment of abnormal cell growth in or on normal body

tissues and organs can be achieved in many different ways to

achieve reduced aberrant cell growth and even destruction of

an aberrant cell mass. In general, treatments known in the art

involve surgical intervention to physically remove an aber-

rant cell mass or tissue comprised oftumor cells, radiation to

kill aberrant cells, exposure of aberrant cells to toxic chemi-

cals (i.e., chemotherapy), or a combination oftwo or all three

ofthese. While each treatment modality has shown significant

effectiveness in treatment of various cell proliferative dis-

eases, no one technique has been shown to be highly effective

at treating all types of cell proliferative diseases and disor-

ders. Furthermore, each technique has significant drawbacks.

For example, surgical intervention is highly effective at

removal of solid tumors on tissues and organs that are physi-

cally accessible and capable of sustaining physical damage or

capable of regeneration. However, surgical intervention can

be difficult to perform on tumors that are not readily acces-

sible or on organs that do not regenerate, and can involve

substantial physical damage to the patient, requiring exten-

sive recuperation times and follow-on treatments. Likewise,

treatment with radiation can result in undesirable collateral

damage to tissue surrounding the tumor, and can cause long-

lasting side-effects, which can lower the quality of life of the

patient. Similarly, chemotherapeutic treatments cause sys-

temic damage to the patient, and can result in significant

side-effects that might require a long recuperation period or

permanent damage to the patient.

Recently, electric pulse therapies, which are initiated by

exposing cells or tissues to electric fields, have been studied

for cancer treatment in the form of electroporation. In addi-

tion to the suffix “poration”, the terms “breakdown” and

“perrneabilization” have been used to characterize this phe-

nomenon, in which the application of certain short direct

current (DC) or alternating current (AC) electric fields can

result in an increase in the permeability of a cell’s plasma

membrane and intracellular membranes. As a function of the
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2

induced transmembrane potential (the electric potential dif-

ference across the plasma membrane), the pulse can have no

effect on the plasma membrane, reversibly permeabilize the

plasma membrane after which cells can survive (reversible

electroporation), or irreversibly permeabilize the plasma

membrane in a manner that leads to cell death, presumably

through a loss ofhomeostasis (irreversible electroporation or

IRE). It is generally accepted that IRE occurs if the induced

transmembrane voltage reaches a value of about one volt at

room temperature. In IRE procedures for inducing cell death,

the pulse amplitude is typically on the order of hundreds of

volts. The pulse duration employed in IRE is longer than the

charging time of the plasma membrane, which is typically

taken to be around one microsecond. Supra-poration is a type

ofelectroporation that occurs whenthe electric pulse duration

used is in the nanosecond time range, and shorter than the

charging time ofthe plasma membrane of a target cell. When

this occurs, cell death is no longer a consequence primarily of

irreversible plasma membrane perrneabilization. Rather, it is

at least partially the result of structural deformation of intra-

cellular organelles. In electroporation, the voltages are

applied in order to electroporate tissue without inducing sig-

nificant Joule heating, which would significantly damage

major blood vessels and the extracellular matrix, as well as

surrounding healthy tissue. For a specific tissue type and set

of pulse conditions, the primary parameter determining the

volume that undergoes electroporation is the electric field

distribution within the tissue. Typically, electroporation is

induced by applying 100 us or 20 ms pulses.

Although advances have been made recently in the use of

electric pulses to induce cell death, there still exists a need in

the art for improved methods for destroying diseased or dis-

ordered tissues, such as tumor tissues. The present invention

addresses those needs.

DEFINITIONS

The following terms are to be understood within this docu-

ment as having the meanings that follow unless the context

dictates otherwise:

The term “layer” is to be understood as an epithelial layer,

skin, vascular, or other tissue that is designated as not to be

disturbed. An epithelial layer is a general tissue type com-

prised of one or more monolayers of cells in which the cells

are connected by tight junctions. Such tissues form linings of

organs and other specialized structures. Qualitatively, the

main barrier of each monolayer consists of two cell mem-

branes.

The term “membrane” is to be understood as the plasma

membrane, which is the lipid bilayer separating the cyto-

plasm of the cell from the extracellular environment. Alter-

natively, the “nuclearmembrane” or “nuclear envelope” is the

double lipid bilayer separating the contents of the nucleus

from the cytoplasm of the cell.

Electrochemotherapy (ECT) is the use of membrane per-

meabilizing electric pulses in combination with cytotoxic

drugs.

Electrogenetherapy (EGT) is the use ofmembrane perme-

abilizing electric pulses in combination with genes.

Electric pulse therapy is IRE, ECT, EGT, or supraporation,

or combination oftwo or more of these.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention provides an advancement over tissue

ablation techniques previously devised by providing methods

for precisely and rapidly killing diseased, damaged, disor-
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dered, or otherwise undesirable biological tissues in situ.

More specifically, the present invention provides methods

comprising electric pulse therapies for ablating target cells

and tissues for the treatment of diseases and disorders. Sur-

prisingly, it has been found that the use of ultra-short pulses

that have the ability to cause cell death can be effective as a

treatment process for aberrant cell growths. The inventors

have developed electroporation techniques using nanosec-

ond-scale pulses as a controlled, precise way to destroy aber-

rant cells of a tissue or organ, without the deleterious side

effect of heating the healthy cells in the vicinity of the unde-

sirable cells. In these methods, one or more electrodes are

placed within, near, or around the targeted region to deliver a

series of high energy electric pulses to promote cell death.

The packing of cells within a tissue is largely heterogeneous,

and most organs are covered with epithelial cells joined by

tight junctions to form a continuous sheet that rests on a layer

of fibrous connective tissue. Further, organs can contain mul-

tiple sites ofepithelial cells within underlying layers oftissue,

for example, the cells forming the lining of ducts. Tight junc-

tions are the preferred sites for electroporation when micro-

second-scale pulses longer than the charging time of the

membrane are employed, because current is confined to the

extracellular space once the surrounding cell membranes are

fully charged. Therefore, the voltage drop and resulting elec-

tric field is larger across layers of tissue containing tight

junctions where current pathways are reduced. This, in turn,

reduces the amount of underlying tissue that can be treated.

The epithelial layer acts as a shield, absorbing a majority of

the voltage drop. This problem can be alleviated through the

use ofelectric pulses with durations shorter than the charging

time of plasma membranes, such as on the order of about

1-1 ,000 nanoseconds. Then it is possible for the field to reach

the underlying layers of tissue, because current can flow

through both the extracellular and intracellular spaces. All

cells present in the organ, regardless of their packing, expe-

rience a homogenous electric field distribution. It is advanta-

geous to tune the pattern of pulse delivery to the tissue of

interest. Depending on electrode and tissue geometry, pulses

can be “stacked” in a monopolar or bipolar train, and indi-

vidual pulses within each train can be delivered from different

electrodes, such that cell death only occurs in targeted regions

where the integration of pulses both temporally and spatially

yields electroporation. The present disclosure documents

how electroporation can effectively be done with nanosecond

pulses using a series of pulses (applied from differing elec-

trode pairs or the same set).

The advantages of electric pulse therapies over other abla-

tion techniques lay within their ability to kill tissue through a

non-thermal mechanism. The methods of the invention use

electroporation to kill target cells while preserving the extra-

cellular matrix, nerves, major blood vessels, and other sensi-

tive structures of the treated tissues, enhancing treatment

outcome. Furthermore, the ablation area can be predicted

using numerical modeling for accurate treatment planning,

and application of the procedure can be monitored in real-

time using ultrasound and confirmed with both ultrasound

and MRI, among other imaging techniques. The methods of

the invention allow for killing of target cells and tissues, and

exhibit rapid lesion creation and resolution, prompting the

repopulation of the region with healthy cells. Though treat-

ment success is not dependent upon the immune system, a

tumor specific immune response capable of helping to

destroy any residual micro-metastases occurs when the

invention is practiced to kill tumor cells, decreasing the

chances of recurrence.
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The physical properties of biological tissue vary greatly in

response to changes in pulse duration and the differences

between electroporation protocols that target either the

plasma or nuclear membrane can have a significant influence

on the mechanism electric field-tissue interaction. The dielec-

tric permittivity and conductivity of a given tissue are typi-

cally functions offrequency, which can be correlated to pulse

duration. At varying frequencies, different mechanisms of

charge transfer contribute differently to the permittivity and

conductivity. Further, most tissues are heterogeneous and

exhibit multiple mechanisms of charge transfer. However,

because the invention uses pulses at durations shorter than the

charging time of a plasma membrane, the electric field distri-

bution within heterogeneous tissue resembles that of homo-

geneous tissue (discussed in more detail below). Therefore,

electroporation protocols according to the invention have the

ability to penetrate tissues with a relatively high permittivity,

such as connective tissue comprising the outer layer of vari-

ous organs, such as the pancreas, and bone, and brain. Exem-

plary embodiments of the present invention include methods

to treat pancreatic cancer, leukemia, and brain cancer.

According to the present invention, electric pulse therapies

are minimally invasive or non-invasive surgical techniques to

ablate undesirable tissue, for example, tumor tissue. The tech-

niques are easy to apply, can be monitored and controlled, are

not affected by local blood flow, and do not require the use of

adjuvant drugs. Electrogenetherapy (EGT) and Electro-

chemotherapy (ECT) are similar techniques that are con-

ducted in the presence of genes or drugs, respectively.

Because the methods ofthe invention involve ultra-short elec-

tric pulses, the amount ofheat generatedby the methods ofthe

invention is minimal, and the methods substantially or com-

pletely avoid thermal killing of cells. Therefore, the death of

healthy, non-target cells by thermal means in the region sur-

rounding aberrant cells being treated is also reduced.

In a first general aspect, the present invention provides a

method for treating aberrant cell growth in animals, including

humans. Broadly speaking, the method comprises placing

one or more electrodes in, around, or near aberrant cells to be

destroyed, and causing the electrode(s) to provide an electri-

cal charge to the target aberrant cells through multiple ultra-

short electric pulses, resulting in cell death of the aberrant

cells. In embodiments, the method comprises placing one or

more electrodes into or immediately adjacent to regions of

pre-selected aberrant cells within the body of a subject, and

causing the electrodes to provide a cell-killing electrical

charge to the target cells through multiple ultra-short electric

pulses. Depending on the duty cycle at which the pulses are

applied, the targeted membrane for charge buildup can be

either the plasma or nuclear membrane. Therefore, in

embodiments, the method is a method of IRE, and in other

embodiments, the method is a method of supra-poration or

IRE and supra-poration. The step ofplacing can be any action

that results in an electrically conducting portion of the elec-

trode being reversibly implanted into or set externally around

the body tissue ofthe subject being treated. It thus may be by

way of physical placement of an electrode using sufficient

force (human or mechanical) to puncture a tissue wall (e.g.,

skin, pericardium, pleural sac) and implant the electrode at a

desired site, or mechanically compress the tissue wall without

puncture and place the electrode noninvasively around the

desired site.

According to the method of treating, the electrode(s) may

represent a complete device for use in the method, or may

comprise a portion of a device. Where the electrode com-

prises a portion of a device, the device can include one or

more other elements that are advantageous for delivery of
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electrical pulses to desired cells. For example, in embodi-

ments the device can include, in addition to electrode(s), a

non-conductive sheath or covering that can cover some or all

of the electrode(s) during insertion or removal from the sub-

ject’s body. As such, the sheath can be partially of fully

retractable from the electrode. In addition or alternatively, the

device can comprise a tip that can assist in implanting the

device into tissue of the subject. Various other elements for

use in insertion, removal, and use of electrodes in electropo-

ration of tissue in situ can be included, and the practitioner is

free to select those desired depending on the particular use

contemplated.

In some embodiments, two or more electrodes are used to

treat aberrant cell growth and effect cell death. The electrodes

may be present on the same or different devices for delivering

electrical pulses. Preferably, the parameters for electropora-

tion are selected to minimize or avoid excessive heating ofthe

treated tissue and surrounding tissue, thus reducing collateral

damage to healthy tissue near the aberrant cell region. In some

embodiments, discussed in more detail below, energized elec-

trodes are distributed outside and about/around a subject and

the grounded electrode is placed directly into the region

where cells to be treated are found. In other embodiments, no

ground electrode is necessary, making the entire procedure

completely noninvasive.

The step of providing an electric charge involves applying

an appropriate series of electrical pulses to the cells to be

treated, where the pulses are characterized by being of rela-

tively high voltage and relatively short duration. According to

the invention, the electrical pulses have a duration that is less

than the charging time of plasma membranes and have a

voltage that is sufficient for cell killing but not so high as to

cause substantial killing of surrounding, non-target, healthy

cells by thermal heating. Because the method of treating can

be applied to numerous cells, tissues, and organs, the precise

pulse duration and voltage will vary depending on the par-

ticular application. However, pulse lengths in general are on

the nanosecond range and voltages are at least about 500 V.

Further guidance on selecting parameters is provided below.

The method of treating can be considered a method of

treating an animal (including a human) having an aberrant

cell growth or mass in or on a tissue or an organ. In exemplary

embodiments, the organ is pancreas, brain, bone, heart, or any

other organ where electrode puncture of the tissue or tissue

heterogeneities limit the extent and predictability of conven-

tional IRE or supra-poration treatment. Under this view, the

method can be a method of treating an animal suffering from

a disease or disorder resulting from aberrant cell growth by

reducing or eliminating some or all of a region of aberrant

cells (e.g., tumor). The method can also be a method of

treating an animal suffering from a disease or disorder char-

acterized by cell cycle dysfunctions, including cells that are

not dying or undergoing apoptotic mechanisms of cell death

or similar programmed cell death at appropriate, natural, or

naturally induced times, such as those mediated through pro-

tein bindings or intracellular cascades. Likewise, the method

can be a method oftreating an animal suffering from a disease

or disorder involving cells with alterations that allow for

immune system evasion or immune system indifference.

It thus should be apparent that the present invention pro-

vides a method oftreating a subject suffering from an aberrant

cell growth, where the method comprises: implanting an elec-

trode into or adjacent the aberrant growth region within the

body of a subject, and causing multiple electrical pulses to be

emitted from the electrode into the aberrant growth region in

ten microsecond or shorter pulses to cause predominantly

non-thermal killing of aberrantly growing cells by IRE. In
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embodiments, the method uses pulses of between about

10,000 nanoseconds and about 1 picosecond. Two or more

electrodes can be used in the method and can be provided as

part of a single device. In some embodiments, the method

includes positioning the electrodes at a distance apart from

each other to create custom treatment area shapes through

varying electrode activation patterns. The methods of the

invention can be used to treat neoplasias, such as leukemia or

pancreatic cancer. The methods can be used to treat human

subjects. Further, according to embodiments of the method,

two or more electrodes are used, where one electrode is a

current input electrode that is implanted in or adjacent an

aberrant growth, and another electrode is a current return

electrode that is implanted within the body of the subject at a

site adjacent to or distant from the aberrant growth region, or

is provided external to the subject. Of course, the alternative

configuration can be implemented as well, where the

implanted electrode is a return electrode and where a current

input electrode is implanted within the body of the subject at

a site adjacent to or distant from the aberrant growth region, or

is provided external to the subject.

In some embodiments, the method results in a reduction in

cell proliferation ofthe aberrant cells. In other embodiments,

the method results in a reduction in the size of a tumor. Yet in

other embodiments, the method results in ablation ofa tumor.

The method can include emitting multiple electric pulses

such that the temporal and spatial summation of such pulses

results in the generation ofan electric field ofabout 500V/cm

to 2500 V/cm for 10000 microseconds or less to induce IRE.

Alternatively, the method can include emitting multiple elec-

tric pulses such that the temporal and spatial summation of

such pulses results in the generation of an electric field of

about 1 kV/cm to 50 kV/cm for 1000 nanoseconds or less to

induce supra-poration in addition to IRE. It is to be recog-

nized that, in various embodiments, the individual electric

pulses can be monophasic while in other embodiments, the

individual electric pulses can be biphasic. In certain preferred

embodiments, a train ofmonophasic pulses is delivered in one

direction, followed by a subsequent pulse train of opposite

polarity. Depending on the outcome desired, the waveforms

or the electric pulses are triangular, square, sinusoidal, expo-

nential, or trapezoidal. Other geometric shapes are contem-

plated as well. In some embodiments, an electrode is con-

nected to a system for employing electrical impedance

tomography (EIT), computer tomography (CT), Magnetic

Resonance Imaging (MRI), or ultrasound to image the tissue

prior to treatment by applying small alternating currents that

themselves do not damage the tissue.

In embodiments, the invention provides a method of treat-

ing a subject suffering from an aberrant cell growth, where the

method comprises: contacting the subject with a first elec-

trode, placing at least two additional electrodes outside the

subject’s body at positions that permit electrical charges to be

delivered to the aberrant cell growth, and causing multiple

electrical pulses to be emitted from one or more of the elec-

trodes into the aberrant growth region in ten microsecond or

shorter pulses to cause predominantly non-thermal killing of

aberrantly growing cells by IRE. In certain embodiments, the

step of contacting comprises contacting the first electrode

with the skin of the subject, while in other embodiments, the

step of contacting comprises implanting the first electrode at

a site in the subject’s body that is adjacent to the aberrant cell

growth. Other embodiments contemplate different means of

contacting, which will be evident to those of skill in the art

without the need to list them herein.

The method can be considered to be a method ofdelivering

an electric pulse through a layer using short pulses. For
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example, the layer can be bone, muscle, fat, connective tissue,

nervous tissue, an endothelial layer, or any other layer present

in a subject to be treated. According to some embodiments of

the method of the invention, electrical pulses induce a com-

bination of both IRE and supra-poration.

Yet again, the method ofthe invention can be considered a

method of treating a subject suffering from an aberrant

growth, where the method comprises: implanting an elec-

trode into or adjacent the aberrant growth, and causing mul-

tiple electrical pulses to be emitted from the electrode into the

aberrant growth in ten microsecond or shorter pulses, where

the electrical pulses cause reversible electroporation of cells

of the aberrant growth and/or cells adjacent the aberrant

growth, which results in uptake of bioactive substances into

the treated cells.

In another general aspect, devices are provided for carrying

out the method of the invention. Broadly speaking, the

devices of the invention include one or more electrically

conductive elements (i.e., electrodes) that can be used for

electroporation induced cell killing of target cells within the

body of a subject. In embodiments, the devices comprise one

or more electrodes for reversible implantation into a subject

and for delivering electrical pulses to target tissues and cells

in the subject. In other embodiments, the devices comprise a

combination of electrically conductive elements for com-

bined delivery of electrical pulses, where one or more ele-

ments is designed for reversible implantation into the subject

and one or more of the elements is designed for use external

to the subject’ s body. In exemplary embodiments, the devices

comprise at least one electrode for placement into the body of

a subject and at least one electrically conductive element for

placement outside of a subject, where the multiple elements/

electrodes work in conjunction to deliver cell-killing nano-

second pulses to target tissues.

The electrodes and/or devices can be provided in the con-

text ofa system for performing electroporation. According to

the invention, a system comprises at least one electrode and/

or device electrically coupled to a power source. The power

source provides electrical power to the electrode(s)/device(s)

to achieve IRE or supra-poration of target cells, tissues, and

organs. In preferred embodiments, the system also includes

one or more control units for controlling voltage and duration

ofpulses to be applied to the cells, tissues, and organs that are

subject to the methods of the invention. In embodiments, the

power source and control unit are provided as a single ele-

ment of the system.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The accompanying drawings, which are incorporated in

and constitute a part of this specification, provide data sup-

porting exemplary embodiments of the invention, and

together with the written description, serve to explain certain

principles and features of the invention.

FIG. 1 depicts a representative electrode configuration for

treating internal organ tumor regions with pulsed electric

fields showing energized (gray) and grounded (black) sur-

faces.

FIG. 2 depicts a noninvasive electrode arrangement for

employing integrated pulsed electric field therapy on an aber-

rant cell mass. In the case shown, the temporal and spatial

summation of the ultra-short pulses lead to treatment of the

tumor area, and the healthy surrounding cells are left intact.

At a given instant, only one pair of energized and grounded

electrodes are activated, and after a time delay (k-At) an

adjacent pair of electrodes become energized.
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FIG. 3 depicts an illustration of the equivalent circuit

model of the pancreas in Panel A, and the output is shown in

Panel B for the voltage drop across the connective tissue

membrane (ct) and pancreatic layer (p) following the appli-

cation of 10 us (left) and 10 ns (right) square-wave electric

pulses.

FIG. 4 illustrates the low frequency and high frequency

current paths for a volume of cells surrounded by interstitial

fluid placed in a uniform electric field.

FIG. 5 depicts the results of analytical calculations on

transmembrane potential (TMP) for leukemia cells exposed

to monopolar and bipolar pulse trains comprised of ultra-

short pulses. In each case, the pulse duration (~100 ns) is less

than the charging time of the plasma membrane.

FIG. 6 depicts a model of a custom shaped treatment area

undergoing supra-poration according to an embodiment of

the invention.

FIG. 7 depicts a model of the treatment area in a pancreas

undergoing IRE around an internal ground electrode when

the energized electrodes are placed externally around the

connective tissue capsule covering the pancreas. Panel A

shows treatment with 1000 V and 10 us square-wave pulses.

Panel B shows treatment with 1000 V and 10 ns square-wave

pulses.

FIG. 8 depicts a schematic of a system to provide ultra-

short, high-intensity, electric pulses to a sample according to

embodiments of the invention.

FIG. 9 depicts a schematic of a system having multiple

high-voltage pulse outputs.

FIG. 10 depicts the results of analytical calculations on

transmembrane potential (TMP) for leukemia cells exposed

to ultra-short pulse trains of varying duration and duty cycle.

In all cases, the applied electric field is 2000 V/cm, and the

maximum value ofTMP around the cell at the pole is shown.

When duty cycle is varied, pulse duration is held constant at

100 ns, and when pulse duration is varied, duty cycle is held

constant at 75%.

FIG. 11 depicts the results of analytical calculations on

transmembrane potential (TMP) for leukemia cells exposed

to a bipolar pulse train comprised of ultra-short pulses. The

pulse duration has been tuned to equal the charging time of

the plasma membrane (~500 ns).

FIG. 12 shows the electric field distribution resulting from

the FEM for predicting TMP on a group ofcells encapsulated

by an epithelial layer. A train of unipolar (left) and bipolar

(right) pulses are delivered, and the electric field distribution

is shown at the middle of the last pulse in the train. The

numbers correspond to locations ofcells where plasma mem-

brane TMP was recorded.

FIG. 13 shows the maximum induced plasma membrane

TMP at four different cellular locations in the corresponding

FEM model. A train of unipolar (left) and bipolar (right)

pulses are delivered, and the maximum TMP is shown

throughout the entire pulse in the train.

FIG. 14 shows the effect ofpulse directionality on induced

plasma membrane TMP (right) for a multi-cellular mesh

(left). A train of unipolar pulses is implemented, where each

sequential pulse within the train is either delivered horizon-

tally (pulses 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9) or vertically (pulses 2, 4, 6, 8,

and 10) across the simulation domain. TMP is recorded at

seven different cell locations.

FIG. 15 illustrates a system for varying the region oftreated

cells in vitro, and two microelectrode arrays with cells cul-

tured in between the electrodes (cut-out). By varying pulse

parameters, the region of cell death (shown in black) will be

changed.
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FIG. 16 shows the electric field distribution resulting from

the FEM for predicting electric field distribution in a tissue

surrounded by an epithelial layer. In the top left, 10 ns pulses

are delivered horizontally and vertically across the tissue in

an alternating fashion from two pairs ofelectrodes. This same

scenario is shown in the top right for 10 us pulses. In the

bottom left, 10 ns pulses are delivered simultaneously from

adjacent electrodes. This same scenario is shown in the bot-

tom right for 10 us pulses.

FIG. 17 shows an output waveform by a simple circuit

using a wideband amplifier to create ultra-short high fre-

quency pulses.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF VARIOUS

EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVENTION

Reference will now be made in detail to various exemplary

embodiments of the invention. It is to be understood that the

following discussion of exemplary embodiments is not

intended as a limitation on the invention, as broadly disclosed

herein. Rather, the following discussion is provided to give

the reader a more detailed understanding of certain aspects

and features of the invention.

Before embodiments ofthe present invention are described

in detail, it is to be understood that the terminology used

herein is for the purpose of describing particular embodi-

ments only, and is not intended to be limiting. Further, where

a range ofvalues is provided, it is understood that each inter-

vening value, to the tenth ofthe unit ofthe lower limit, unless

the context clearly dictates otherwise, between the upper and

lower limits of that range is also specifically disclosed. Each

smaller range between any stated value or intervening value

in a stated range and any other stated or intervening value in

that stated range is encompassed within the invention. The

upper and lower limits of these smaller ranges may indepen-

dently be included or excluded in the range, and each range

where either, neither, orboth limits are included in the smaller

ranges is also encompassed within the invention, subject to

any specifically excluded limit in the stated range. Where the

stated range includes one or both ofthe limits, ranges exclud-

ing either or both ofthose included limits are also included in

the invention.

Unless defined otherwise, all technical and scientific terms

used herein have the same meaning as commonly understood

by one of ordinary skill in the art to which the term belongs.

Although any methods and materials similar or equivalent to

those described herein can be used in the practice or testing of

the present invention, the preferred methods and materials are

now described. All publications mentioned herein are incor-

porated herein by reference to disclose and describe the meth-

ods and/or materials in connection with which the publica-

tions are cited. The present disclosure is controlling to the

extent it conflicts with any incorporated publication.

As used herein and in the appended claims, the singular

forms “a”, “an”, and “the” include plural referents unless the

context clearly dictates otherwise. Thus, for example, refer-

ence to “a pulse” includes a plurality of such pulses and

reference to “the sample” includes reference to one or more

samples and equivalents thereofknown to those skilled in the

art, and so forth. Furthermore, the use of terms that can be

described using equivalent terms include the use of those

equivalent terms. Thus, for example, the use of the term

“subject” is to be understood to include the terms “animal”,

“human”, and other terms used in the art to indicate one who

is subject to a medical treatment. As another example, the use

of the term “neoplastic” is to be understood to include the

terms “tumor”, “ aberrant growth”, and other terms
a, cc
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used in the art to indicate cells that are replicating, prolifer-

ating, or remaining alive in an abnormal way.

The present invention provides advancements over cur-

rently available tissue ablation techniques by providing

improved devices and methods for precisely and rapidly

ablating diseased, damaged, disordered, or otherwise unde-

sirable biological tissues in situ. As used herein, the term

ablation is used to indicate destruction of cells, but not nec-

essarily destruction of the underlying extracellular matrix.

More specifically, the present invention provides new devices

and methods for ablating target tissues for the treatment of

diseases and disorders, and particularly neoplasias, including

both solid tumors and leukemias, by combining ultra-short

electric pulses to produce electric field strengths high enough

to destabilize cellular membranes. In embodiments relating

to IRE, the cellular membranes include the external cell mem-

brane (i.e., plasma membrane). In embodiments relating to

supra-poration, the cellular membranes include internal

membranes, such as those defining organelles.

Electroporation is a non-thermal, non-linear biophysical

mechanism in which the application of an external pulsed

electric field leads to an increase in the permeability of cel-

lular membranes. While direct evidence for the exact mecha-

nism of electroporation has yet to be discovered, experiments

indicate that the extent of electroporation is attributed to the

induced buildup of charge, and consequently, potential dif-

ference across the membrane, commonly referred to as the

transmembrane potential (TMP). Increasing the TMP has

been described to produce various permeabilizing effects on

cellular membranes, including those that add to thermal fluc-

tuations within the membrane, wherein the formation of

hydrophilic, aqueous pores becomes energetically favorable.

The field strength and duration control the onset of perme-

abilization in the membrane and the extent to which transient

permeabilizing defects are allowed to reseal. If the pulse

parameters are tuned such that the membrane defects are only

temporary, and the cell remains viable, the process is termed

reversible electroporation. Reversible electroporation can be

used to introduce molecules into cells that, under normal

conditions, would not permeate cellular membranes. Revers-

ible electroporation is being studied to facilitate the delivery

of anticancer drugs (electrochemotherapy; ECT) and DNA

(electrogenetherapy; EGT) into cancer cells through the

plasma membrane. There is a narrow window ofpulse param-

eters where ECT andEGT have proven to be effective without

reducing cell viability by IRE. IRE results when membrane

defects are permanent, leading to cell death presumably

through a loss ofhomeostasis. It is recognized as independent

means to destroy substantial volumes of targeted tissue with-

out the use ofharmful adjuvant drugs and prior to the onset of

thermal injury. Due to its inherent non-thermal nature, IRE

promotes preservation of sensitive structures, such as nerves

and blood vessel extracellular matrix components. To main-

tain its non-thermal benefits, the pulse parameters for IRE

procedures are restricted to those that minimize any associ-

ated Joule heating. The pulse duration employed in IRE is

larger than the charging time ofthe plasma membrane, which

is typically on the order of a microsecond. Supra-poration

results when the applied pulse is shorter than the charging

time of the plasma membrane, and the electric field is able to

penetrate the cell. As a result, cell death in supra-poration is

induced presumably through damage to intracellular

organelles. Because organelles are smaller in diameter than

cells, the amplitude required to raise the TMP on organelles

up to around 1 V is greater than that in electroporation pro-

cedures, but, due to the ultra-short nature of the pulses, the

accompanying Joule heating is still negligible. While imme-
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diate necrosis is suspected as the primary mechanism of cell

death following IRE, apoptosis triggered by DNA fragmen-

tation and the release of calcium from intracellular stores

occurs in cells exposed to sufficiently high nsPEFs.

Electric pulse therapies are minimally invasive procedures

that involve placing electrodes into or around a targeted tissue

and delivering a series of short and intense electric pulses in

an attempt to localize the treatments to the cancer cells and

spare the surrounding healthy cells. When a tumor is located

deep within an organ, a minimally invasive needle or catheter

based device is needed for the electrodes to reach the tumor.

In some instances, the organ puncture required by these

designs can, in itself, damage the surrounding healthy cells.

For example, even a slight puncture of the pancreas from the

insertion of a single needle (0.3 mm diameter) results in

widespread cellular injury that may manifest as pancreatitis,

which is known to mediate additional postoperative compli-

cations. Therefore, treatment of pancreatic cancer and can-

cers arising in other organs that are sensitive to puncture is

limited to the use of non-puncturing plate electrodes placed

around the organ. Plate electrodes are best suited to treat

tumors lying close to the skin, because of the high potential

drop that occurs across epithelial layers, where the field is the

largest, limiting the amount of deeper tissue that can be per-

meabilized without first permeabilizing the overlying layers.

Plate electrodes will have a similar problem when placed

around organs to treat deep seated tumors, because the energy

must be directed through multiple layers of heterogeneous

tissue. For example, most organs of the abdominal cavity,

including portions ofthe anterior and inferior surfaces of the

pancreas, are covered by the peritoneum. Epithelial cells of

the peritoneum are joined by tight junctions to form a con-

tinuous sheet that rests on a layer offibrous connective tissue.

Transport lattice models of multicellular systems have

shown that epithelial layers containing tight junctions are

preferred sites for electroporation when ECT, EGT, or IRE

pulsing protocols are employed. As mentioned, this has to do

with the fact that the electrical current associated with pulses

longer than around 1000 ns is confined to extracellular spaces

prior to the onset of electroporation. When high resistance

tight junctions are present, the field is highly concentrated

across the cells, because extracellular current pathways are

reduced. Further, the extent of electroporation in underlying

cells is reduced, because the epithelial layer absorbs a major-

ity ofthe potential drop. It is possible for the field to reach the

underlying cells when ultra-short are employed, because cur-

rent can flow through both extracellular and intracellular

spaces. In this case, all cells present in the organ, regardless of

their packing and morphology, experience a homogeneous

electric field distribution. Therefore, ultra-short pulses can be

delivered to treat hard to reach tumors, or cancer cells that are

encapsulated by one or more epithelial layers. When applied

in a train, ultra-short pulses can raise the TMP across the

plasma membrane above a critical perrneabilizing threshold,

ifeach pulse within the train starts before the cell has had time

to discharge from the previous pulse.

The effects of integrating multiple, ultra-short pulses on

tissue electroporation can be controlled by altering both the

electrode type and electrode configuration. As mentioned, it

is desirable in some instances to deliver all ofthe energy from

non-puncturing plate electrodes surrounding the target tissue.

In this case, the pulses can be delivered in either a monopolar

pulse train, where the integration of the pulses serves to raise

the TMP to the critical permeabilizing threshold, or a bipolar

pulse train, where each pulse within the train can raise the

TMP to the critical permeabilizing threshold, and the switch

in polarity serves to prevent the charging of epithelial layers
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and subsequent shielding of underlying layer of tissue. Fur-

ther, the number of non-puncturing electrodes can be

expanded so that each pulse within the train is delivered from

a different electrode in attempt to expose only cancer cells in

targeted regions to a lethal dose of energy and spare the

surrounding healthy cells. The invention also includes the

application of ultra-short pulse trains through puncturing

energized or grounded electrodes located directly adjacent to

or within the targeted tissue. In this case, the electrode con-

figuration can be controlled as before to effectively bypass

epithelial layers and ensure homogeneous treatment of

innately heterogeneous tissue. Examples describing all

designs covered in the claims of the present invention are

given subsequently throughout the text.

The present invention describes a method forboth inducing

supra-poration from low-voltage pulses and inducing IRE

from ultra-short pulses. One exemplary basis for the inven-

tion is that the temporal and spatial summation of multiple

ultra-short, low-voltage pulses can be implemented to con-

struct waveforms that are characteristic of both IRE and

supra-poration protocols. This enables the use of IRE for the

treatment of inoperable and hard-to-reach cancers, such as

pancreatic cancer and leukemia, and makes supra-poration

more clinically applicable. It also allows for the use of less

invasive electrode designs to improve treatment outcomes.

Despite being a well-known technique, there is significant

controversy about the mechanisms governing electroporation

and supra-poration. Even though the biophysical phenom-

enon at the molecular level is not known, the hypothesis is that

in the presence ofan externally applied electric field, the lipid

bilayer in cellular membranes rearranges to create water-

filled structures. These structures (or pores) provide a path-

way for ions and molecules through the membranes, which

normally are impermeable. The dynamics ofmembrane pora-

tion is considered a four-step process: pore induction, expan-

sion, stabilization, and resealing. Initial thermal fluctuations

are responsible for the presence ofhydrophobic pores. There

exists a critical radius where it is more energetically favorable

for a hydrophobic pore to transition to a hydrophilic pore. In

addition, increasing the transmembrane potential reduces this

critical radius and increases the stability of a hydrophilic

pore. When the pore reaches this meta-stable state, it becomes

permeable to small molecules. The presence of the induced

TMP lowers the energy required for the pore’s existence. If

the transmembrane potential exceeds a critical value, i.e., the

breakdown voltage, the hydrophilic pores become unstable

and the membrane undergoes irreversible damage, which

leads to membrane rupture and subsequent cell death. For

most bio-membranes, a transmembrane potential of l V is

sufficient to induce irreversible membrane breakdown and

thus kill the cell. When the electric field has been turned off,

the membrane starts to return to its normal membrane poten-

tial and resealing of the pores takes place.

In the present invention, the most important parameters for

effective electroporation and supra-poration are the electric

field strength (pulse amplitude), duration of the field that is

applied (pulse length), the total number of pulses that are

applied, and the duty cycle and frequency of pulse trains.

Electroporation occurs with pulse durations in the microsec-

ond range and electric field amplitudes on the order of hun-

dreds of volts per centimeter. Specifically, for ECT, the field

for inducing optimal reversible electroporation conditions is

between 300 and 500 V/cm in tumors, when 8 square-wave

pulses 100 us in duration are delivered at a frequency of 1 Hz.

For EGT, perrneabilization conditions are optimal when 8

square-wave pulses 20 ms in duration are delivered at a fre-

quency of 1 Hz, which constitutes a field of around 90 V/cm.
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The tradeoffbetween pulse amplitude and length is evident in

terms ofdefining the field required to raise TMP to the critical

permeabilizing threshold. A similar field strength and dura-

tion to those required for ECT can induce IRE when the

number ofpulses is raised above the traditional 8 pulses to 90

pulses, and the temperature of the tissue remains below 50°

C., taken as the threshold for thermal damage. Supra-poration

occurs with pulse durations in the nanosecond range and

electric field amplitudes on the order ofthousands ofvolts per

centimeter. Specifically, electric fields, with strengths in

excess of 10 kV/cm and durations as short as 3 ns, can cause

electroporation within the membranes of intracellular

organelles. As mentioned, because pulse durations employed

in supra-poration protocols are shorter than the membrane

charging time (around 1 us), pores are formed in subcellular

membranes instead of the plasma membrane. A large variety

ofother parameters can influence the efliciency ofmembrane

poration, such as the shape of the electrical pulses, polarity,

size oftarget cells, andthermal conditions during and after the

pulses.

As mentioned, applied electric pulses alter the transmem-

brane potential (TMP) of cellular membranes. When mem-

branes are treated as two, spherical, ideal dielectric shells

containing and surrounded by a conductive medium, the ana-

lytical solution for induced TMP across the plasma mem-

brane and nuclear envelope can be described as a function of

time by solving the Laplace equation. Analysis in the fre-

quency domain yields:

TMPPm(s):FPm(An,AnE,AC,/\ AE)E(s)cos 0,pm)

TMPne(S):Fne(An,Ane,Aw/\ 19300080,pm)

where the subscripts n, ne, c, pm, and e describe cellular

regions corresponding to the nucleoplasm, nuclear envelop,

cytoplasm, plasma membrane, and extracellular space,

respectively. The term F represents a transfer function of the

TMP that reflects the geometric and dielectric properties of

the cellular regions as a function of the complex admittance,

which is given by the equation A:o+Es, where s is the com-

plex frequency. The exact formulation for F is lengthy and is

given by Kotnik and Miklavcic (Biophysical Journal, 2006).

The term E represents the Laplace transform of the pulsed

electric field as a function of time. In some of the following

examples, the pulse duration was using a Heaviside step

function (ideal rise time) in order to investigate the timescale

of complete plasma membrane and nuclear envelope charg-

ing and discharging, respectively. In the following examples,

the equations were solved and converted back into the time

domain by taking the inverse Laplace transform according to,

TMP(t):L'1[(TMP(s)]. The properties of the different cellu-

lar regions were defined according to the following table:

 

 

TABLE 1

Relative

Conductiv- Permit-

Geometry ity (S/m) tivity Dimensions (m)

Conductive Gel 4 80.0 7

Extracellular Space 0.6 80.0 7

Epithelial layer 2.1 x 10’5 7.0 28.0 x 1079 (thickness)

Plasma Membrane 5.3 x 10’6 7.0 7.0 x 10’9 (thickness)

Cytoplasm 0.13 60.0 10.0 x 10*6 (diameter)

Nuclear Envelope 4.3 x 10’3 22.8 40.0 x 1079 (thickness)

Nucleoplasm 0.18 120.0 5.0 x 10’6 (diameter)

 

When an electric field is applied across or between two

electrodes placed within a homogeneous solution, the field

distribution is predicted by the Laplace equation:
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where o and E, are the conductivity and relative permittivity,

respectively, for a given region. This equation is readily

solved by implementing finite-element techniques. The inclu-

sion of a permittivity term accounts for the reactive compo-

nent oftissue in time dependent pulsing, which is required for

obtaining accurate potential distributions in heterogeneous

models. Calculations of the TMP across the plasma mem-

brane and nuclear envelope were performed in the following

examples by taking the difference between potentials on both

sides of the respective membranes.

Both electroporation of the plasma membrane and supra-

poration ofintracellular membranes are ideal when pulses are

applied as to not induce any deleterious thermal effects. How-

ever, the differences between the protocols in terms of pulse

duration can have a significant influence on the mechanisms

of electric fielditissue interaction. The dielectric permittiv-

ity and conductivity ofa given tissue are typically functions of

frequency. At varying frequencies, different mechanisms of

charge transfer contribute differently to the permittivity and

conductivity. Further, most tissues are heterogeneous and

exhibit multiple mechanisms of charge transfer.

Biological tissues are classified as heterogeneous dielec-

trics, and Maxwell-Wagner effects describe electrical pro-

cesses at the interface between different dielectrics. There

may be free or bound surface charges at the interface, and it is

the presence offree charges that is responsible for altering the

electric field across the interface. Organs are often compart-

mentalized, with thin membranes comprising the compart-

ment walls. For example, the lung, the heart, the brain, and the

stomach all have multilayer membranes. These membranes

have a large influence on current flow, and the ultra-short

pulse durations employed in supra-poration protocols can

bypass (or electrically short) these membranes, such as the

connective tissue capsule surrounding the pancreas, because

the pulse duration is shorter than the charging time ofthe cell

membrane, which is defined for a single shell model as:

l l

T = anm(? + 0T]

where Cpm), is the capacitance of the membrane, 08, is the

conductivity ofthe external medium, and 06 is the conductiv-

ity of the internal medium.

An equivalent circuit model with ideal components (resis-

tors with frequency independent values) can be implemented

to describe various interfaces between tissue layers. For the

case ofthree slabs oftissue placed in series between capacitor

plates, which mimics noninvasive treatment of pancreatic

cancer, the individual tissue components are represented by a

parallel combination of a resistor and a capacitor, and the

individual components are connected in series to represent

the whole organ. The sections in direct contact with the elec-

trodes represent the connective tissue capsule surrounding the

pancreas, and the center section is a homogeneous portion of

pancreatic tissue. In order to calculate the capacitances and

resistances in the circuit model of the pancreas, data on the

specific conductivity and relative permittivity of connective

tissue and pancreatic tissue is needed. Biological tissue is

neither a perfect dielectric nor a perfect conductor, and the

values for conductivity and permittivity are dependent upon

the frequency of the applied electric field. In electroporation
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and supra-poration protocols, voltage is delivered to the elec-

trodes in a square pulse waveform, where most of the energy

resides at 0 Hz. Therefore, data for connective tissue (esti-

mated to be similar to wet skin) and pancreatic tissue conduc-

tivity and permittivity at 0 Hz is used. After applying input

voltage of 10 kV as a square pulse waveform for a specified

duration, the voltage drop across the connective tissue can be

decreased by reducing the pulse duration into the nanosecond

time range (see FIG. 3). These results are confirmed by the

finite-element solution, as described in FIG. 7. In a similar

fashion, a tumor with a higher complex impedance as com-

pared to the surrounding healthy tissue experiences a higher

voltage drop when nanosecond pulses are employed, result-

ing in a targeted electric field therapy.

Electric circuit theory can also be extended to model indi-

vidual cells, because the wavelength of the pulses in elec-

troporation and supra-poration protocols is evidently much

larger than the dimensions of the object of interest. At high

frequencies (pulse durations shorter than the charging time of

the membrane), current is able to penetrate the cell mem-

brane, which has a high capacitance and low conductivity,

and at low frequencies (pulse durations longer than the charg-

ing time of the membrane) current tends to travel around the

cells (see FIG. 4). As mentioned, in order to take advantage of

the ability of ultra-short pulses to bypass tissue heterogene-

ities in IRE protocols, multiple ultra-short pulses can be com-

bined to generate an electric field capable of inducing a trans-

membrane potential of l V on the plasma membrane of cells.

Individual cell responses to electroporation protocols have

been assessed with charge-relaxation studies in patch clamp

experiments. Additionally, rapid freezing methods have

allowed for the characterization ofthe time sequence of elec-

tropores. This information indicates that after approximately

100 ns after the offset of square pulse waveform, the cell

membrane begins discharging. Therefore, if multiple ultra-

short pulses canbe delivered across a cell membrane with less

than around 100 ns in between the pulses, then cell canremain

polarized long enough for the transmembrane potential to

reach 1 V. Specific data on the optimal duty cycle and pulse

duration is given in FIG. 10. The analytical solution for the

maximum TMP on the plasma membrane of leukemia cells

was solved at the pole. As expected, results indicate that as

duty cycle is decreased, maximum TMP drops, and the same

is true as pulse duration is decreased. However, the induced

TMP is less sensitive to changes in pulse duration as com-

pared to changes in duty cycle. Therefore, the pulse genera-

tors in the present invention are best suited when operated

above a 50% duty cycle at a variety of pulse lengths.

The present invention is distinguishable from conventional

electric pulse therapies at least in part in embodiments by the

pulse parameters and electrode configurations that are uti-

lized. Trains of pulses are applied in a distinct fashion to

induce plasma membrane electroporation. Individual pulses

comprising the trains have durations on the order ofthe charg-

ing time of the plasma membrane (nanoseconds) and ampli-

tudes that are characteristic of ECT, EGT, or IRE. This is as

opposed to supra-poration, which requires greater amplitudes

(~kilovolts) to disrupt intracellular membranes. In embodi-

ments, the temporal and spatial summation of the pulses is

such that the TMP on the plasma membrane reaches the

critical threshold required for electroporation. This constraint

can be met in various ways for the treatment of certain tissues

or whole organs. If individual pulses have durations much

less than the charging time of the plasma membrane, then

multiple pulses must be sequenced to reach the critical TMP.

The treatment can then be targeted by delivering each pulse

from a different electrode in a custom electrode array placed
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into or around the desired ablation zone. If individual pulses

have durations similar to the charging time of the plasma

membrane, thenno sequencing is required to reach the critical

TMP. However, to treat tissues surrounded by or containing

epithelial layers with reduced current pathways, it is still

advantageous to apply multiple pulses of alternating polarity

to penetrate through these layers and treat the entire volume.

The invention thus encompasses using multiple short elec-

trical pulses to cause killing oftarget cells by either electropo-

ration or supra-poration. Accordingly, in one aspect, the

present invention provides a method oftreating targeted aber-

rant cell growth in a subject. In general, the method includes

externally placing or reversibly implanting into a tissue or

organ of a subject at least one electrode in proximity to target

cells. The electrode(s) may be provided as bare electrically

conducting elements, or may be provided as part of a device

that includes, among other things, an electrically insulating

cover or sheath covering at least a portion ofthe electrode(s).

Once in position, a series oftwo or more electrical pulses are

applied to the target cells in proximity to the electrode(s) to

cause cell death as a result of IRE or supra-poration. The

electrical pulses are provided as a series of pulses of from 1

picosecond (ps) to 1,000 nanoseconds (ns) or higher (e.g.,

10,000 ns) at voltages above about 500 V. The pulses are

continued until a desired level of cell killing of target cells is

achieved. In embodiments, cell killing is monitored in real-

time, although the desired level of cell killing can be accu-

rately predicted beforehand using mathematical modeling on

computers. Upon achieving a desired level of cell killing,

pulsing is discontinued and the electrode(s) are removed from

the treated tissue or organ. Where necessary or desirable,

tissue damage due to insertion of the electrode(s) is repaired

surgically.

The method of treating according to the invention is, in

embodiments, a method of treating a subject suffering from

aberrant cell growth in or on a tissue or organ. By aberrant, it

is meant that the cells are characterized by the progressive or

uncontrolled proliferation of cells that have an abnormality

such that they are not regulated properly by normal methods.

The method thus can be considered, in embodiments, as a

method of treating a disease or disorder involving aberrant

cell growth or aberrant failure of cells to die normally. Exem-

plary embodiments of diseases and disorders are those that

affect tissues characterized by relatively high permittivity,

such as the outer layer of the pancreas, bone, and the central

nervous system, such as the brain and spinal cord. Unlike the

present methods, other electroporation methods known in the

art are not effective for use on tissues characterized by high

permittivity.

Diseases and disorders that can be treated according to the

method of the present invention include solid and non-solid

tumors, both malignant and benign (generally referred to

herein at times as neoplasias). Although the methods of the

present invention apply to many different diseases and disor-

ders, exemplary diseases/disorders relate to cancers. There-

fore, exemplary embodiments of the present invention are

methods that treat cancerous tissues, such as those found in

pancreatic cancer, solid bone tumors, leukemia, and brain.

Any tumor (or targeted region) can be treated using this

technique, although the ideal embodiment is when a less

invasive procedure is desired. It is to be understood that,

although certain tumors and cancers have been specifically

recited herein, the absence of a mention of a particular tumor

or cancer type does not imply that the methods are not appli-

cable to that tumor or cancer. Rather, an exhaustive listing of

tumors and cancers has not been given because those of skill

in the art are fully aware of the various tumors and cancers
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that can be treated according to the present invention without

the need for each to be specifically listed. That is, there are no

known tumors or cancers for which the present methods

cannot be successfully applied.

Because the methods of the invention can be employed for

bony tissue, the methods are particularly well suited for sub-

jects with leukemia. With this disease, cancer ofblood-form-

ing stem cells starts in the bone marrow and then spreads to

the blood to reach other organs. The current common treat-

ment for leukemia involves autologous stem cell transplanta-

tion. In this procedure, stem cells from the subject’s own

marrow or blood are obtained and engrafted after the patient

receives an intense dose of chemotherapy or radiation to kill

resident stem and blood cells. The previously removed stem

cells are then reintroduced in an attempt to restore hemato-

logic and immunologic function following treatment. There

is a high treatment associated mortality rate due to infection

prior to engraftment and the toxicity of chemotherapy and

radiotherapy. Because the methods of the present invention

are minimally invasive, they are preferable for the treatment

of leukemia compared to the current treatment.

Regardless of the target cells, tissues, and organs, and

regardless of the particular subject involved, the method of

the invention includes use of one or more electrodes for

placement into or adjacent a site to be treated. Various param-

eters for localizing electrodes for electroporation in situ are

known, for example through the work ofthe present inventors

and their journal publications and patent applications. Those

of skill in the art are thus fully capable of locating electrodes

for IRE or supra-poration at the appropriate loci for achieving

the methods of the present invention. Exemplary parameters

are provided below to further assist the practitioner in deter-

mining the appropriate placement of electrodes.

According to the methods of the invention, the electric

pulses for electroporation and supra-poration are ultra-short,

such as in the order of nanoseconds. Surprisingly, it has been

found that durations shorter than the charging time ofthe cell

plasma membrane, which is typically taken to be around one

microsecond, can be employed in the present invention to

successfully cause controlled cell killing. Therefore, dura-

tions of the electric pulses include less than 1 microsecond,

such as less than 900 nanoseconds, less than 500 nanosec-

onds, less 100 nanoseconds, and less than 50 nanoseconds.

While no particular lower limit is envisioned, from a practical

standpoint, pulse durations ofgreater than 1 picosecond is the

current lower limit, due to device dimensions. Individual

picosecond or nanosecond pulses can be combined spatially

and temporally to produce a single supra-poration pulse or

even an individual IRE pulse. As pulse duration is lowered, a

larger number of pulses or a higher voltage per pulse is

required to induce IRE or supra-poration.

By reducing the pulse length, larger electric fields can be

applied to the treatment area while avoiding thermal damage

to non-target tissue (as well as to target tissue). As a result of

the decreased pulse length and concomitant reduction in heat

production, the methods of the invention allow for treatment

of tissues having higher volumes (e.g., larger tumors) than

possible if prior art methods were to be employed for in situ

treatment of aberrant cell growth. Furthermore, the use of

multiple ultra-short pulses allows not only for direct cell

killing by way of supra-poration, but also allows for stacking

ofpulses at a single or multiple electrodes, and delivery ofcell

killing electrical charges by IRE.

The voltages used in supra-poration according to the

present invention are typically higher than those used in IRE,

although there may be some overlap in the ranges used for

each technique. Voltages used in the methods ofthe invention
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range from about 500V to about 100 kV. As discussed above,

any particular voltage value or range of values within this

range may be used, and the present disclosure provides for

each value and range without the need for each value and

range to be specifically recited. The practitioner is free to

choose the appropriate voltage, in conjunction with pulse

length, that achieves a particular goal.

In embodiments of the method of the present invention,

supra-poration or IRE is performed using nanoparticles or

small microparticles (i.e., from about 1 nanometer to about 50

micrometers). Use of such small particles can increase the

effective treatment area without increasing the applied volt-

age and resultant thermal damage. Nanoparticles and small

microparticles (referred to herein generally as “nanopar-

ticles”) offer promising solutions to treat aberrant cell

growths because they are of sufficiently small size to enter

intercellular spaces and enhance delivery of electrical pulses.

The three most important properties of a nanoparticle for

enhancing electric fields are its shape, orientation with

respect to the applied field, and electrical properties (conduc-

tivity and permittivity). In embodiments, the nanoparticles

used in the methods of the invention include insulative and

conductive nanoparticles of varying shapes. They can

enhance the pulsed electric field therapies by lowering the

electric field threshold required for inducing supra-poration

and enlarging the treatable area. In particular, nanoparticles

and electrical conductivity can enhance pulsed electric field

therapies by lowering the electric field threshold required for

inducing supra-poration. As such, the amount ofapplied volt-

age needed to treat an aberrant cell region can be decreased if

nanoparticles are employed in the methods.

Further, the nanoparticles can comprise modified surface

chemistries to cause the localized destruction of targeted

cells, while leaving untargeted cells intact. The selectivity of

ultra-short pulsed electric field therapies can be enhanced

through the use ofnanoparticles that can be functionalized to

target specific cancer cells with various antibodies and chemi-

cal compounds. These methods can be employed to eliminate

a subject of cancer cells within and beyond the treatment

margin, while maintaining proper organ function. There are

many examples of nanoparticle targeting techniques known

in the art. For example, folic acid conjugations can be used to

selectively bind to cancer cells with up-regulated folate

receptors, such as for breast and brain cancer cells.As another

example, antibodies can be conjugated to selectively bind to

cancer cells presenting distinct antigens, such as leukemic

cells. As a further example, the simple tendency of well

suspended nanoparticles (coated with polymers) to diffuse

into tumor masses over time following systemic delivery can

be employed as a nanoparticle targeting technique. The use of

nanoparticles and small microparticles according to the

present invention can be based on the concepts disclosed in

US. patent application Ser. No. 12/609,779, the entire dis-

closure of which is incorporated herein by reference.

The electric current used in the methods is optionally

monitored in real-time and, based on that monitoring, exces-

sive charge delivery is mitigated to reduce damage to healthy

tissue. Further, with real-time monitoring, the thermal energy

dose can be given such that it is not excessive and damage is

reduced to healthy tissue.

Epithelial layer is a general tissue type comprised ofone or

more monolayers of cells in which the cells are connected by

tight junctions. Such tissues form linings of organs and other

specialized structures. Qualitatively the main barrier of each

monolayer consists of two cell membranes. Frog skin and

toad bladder are good approximations of endothelial tissue.

Due to the ability of ultra-short pulses to electrically “short”
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epithelial layers, novel electrode designs can be implemented

to generate electric fields within internal organ tumors.

Therefore, in another embodiment ofmethods of the present

invention, energized electrodes can be placed around a pre-

selected region (e.g., portion ofan organ) ofa subject, such as

an animal (e.g., human), and the grounded electrode can be

inserted into a region ofthe subject that contains tumor cells.

For example, for treating a solid tumor, a ring of energized

electrodes can be placed around a portion (e. g., the abdomen)

ofa patient and the grounded electrode can be inserted into an

abdominal tumor to concentrate the electric field, such that

only tissue regions surrounding the grounded electrode expe-

rience a localized electric field above the threshold for achiev-

ing supra-poration. FIG. 1 depicts a representative electrode

configuration for treating internal organ tumors with pulsed

electric fields, showing energized (gray) and grounded

(black) surfaces. In this embodiment, the electrode setup is

minimally invasive, as the energized electrodes are non-punc-

turing, and the grounded electrode can be smaller in diameter

than typical needles used in tissue biopsies. However, the

grounded electrode can be eliminated by having the electrode

opposite the active electrode in relation to the desired treat-

ment area grounded at a given instant in time, resulting in a

completely noninvasive pulsed electric field cancer therapy

(see FIG. 2). Essentially, the organ is surrounded with an

electrode ring/array and a nanosecond pulse is sent through 2

electrodes at a given time. The pulse shorts through the epi-

thelial layer and allows the field to penetrate the tissue. After-

wards another set ofelectrodes are used, and so on. In this way

the field continuously is sufficient (strength and duration)

within the tissue to induce electroporation. If only one set of

electrodes were used and a microsecond pulse was applied,

the field drop would only occur across the epithelial layer.

Similarly, for leukemia, a ring of energized electrodes can

be placed around a patient’s extremity.

In an embodiment of the method that employs a ring of

energized electrodes, the method comprises delivering ultra-

short pulses simultaneously around the circumferentially ori-

ented electrodes, such that all plates are energized at a given

instant, and generating a single pulse from the temporal sum-

mation of the individual pulses capable of inducing supra-

poration around the grounded electrode within the organ of

interest. While this concept is exemplified herein with regard

to supra-poration, its applicability to IRE is also immediately

apparent. Furthermore, while a ring-shaped electrode is

exemplified, it should be evident that any geometric shape can

be used.

In another embodiment, the electrical pulses are delivered

in a series of two nanosecond-range pulses of alternating

polarity. Use of alternating polarities reduces or eliminates

charge buildup on the electrode. For example, two

NanoknifeTM (Angiodynamics, Queensbury, NY.) devices

can be linked to the same electrode array, and programmed to

deliver synched pulses to the electrodes. The first pulse can

generate a 2500 V/cm electric field of 500 ns duration. The

offset of this pulse is followed immediately by the onset of a

second pulse, which generates a —2500V/cm electric field for

500 ns. Therefore, each pulse can charge the plasma mem-

brane to its critical permeabilizing threshold. Once the TMP

approaches its asymptotic value at the fully charged state, the

pulse polarity flips and the procedure is repeated. In FIG. 11,

the target value of a l V TMP on the plasma membrane (solid

line) is reached multiple times within the pulse train, while

the TMP on the intracellular organelles (dashed line) never

charges to the permeabilizing threshold of l V. On a tissue

level, this allows for the electroporation ofregions overlaidby

layers of tightly packed cells. A multicellular model empha-
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sizing this embodiment of the invention is given in the

Examples below. It is important to note that bipolar pulses are

only effective for electroporation ifeach pulse within the train

is long enough in duration to charge the plasma membrane to

a permeabilizing level. If this is not the case, the pulses offset

each other from fully charging the plasma, and supra-poration

effects dominate when the pulse amplitude is increased (see

Example 4). Additionally, a delay can be included between

pulses within the train, or the total number of pulses within

the train can be controlled, to limit the Joule heating in the

tissue while still delivering a lethal dose of energy. The rep-

etition rate of pulse trains can also be controlled to minimize

interference with, and allow treatment of vital organs that

respond to electrical signals, such as the heart.

The concept of alternating polarity of pulses can be

extended to the use of multiple electrodes. For example, a

combination of three electrodes can be used to deliver three

sequential sets ofalternating polarity pulses to a target tissue.

More specifically, ElectrodeA can be used to deliver a 500 ns

pulse at 1000 V at a starting time (T:0) and a 500 ns pulse at

—1000 V at T:l us. Electrode B can be used to deliver a 500

ns pulse at 1000 V at T:500 ns, and a 500 ns pulse at —1000

V at T:l.5 us. Electrode C can be used to deliver a 500 ns

pulse at 1000V at T:l us, and a —1000V pulse at T:2.0 us. Of

course, this concept can be applied using any numbers of

electrodes and pulse times to achieve highly directed cell

killing.

As mentioned above, the present invention provides a

method for treating aberrant cell growth in animals. In gen-

eral, the method oftreating comprises temporarily implanting

one or more electrodes, which may be present on the same or

different devices, into or immediately adjacent an aberrant

cell region, and applying an electrical field to the aberrant cell

region in ultra-short multiple pulses or bursts over a pre-

scribed or predetermined period of time to cause irreversible

cell death to some or all of the aberrant cells. Preferably,

irreversible damage to healthy cells in proximity to the aber-

rant cells is minimal and does not result in significant or

long-lasting damage to healthy tissues or organs (or a signifi-

cant number of cells ofthose tissues or organs). According to

the method of the invention, cell killing is predominantly,

essentially, or completely due to non-thermal effects of the

electrical pulsing. The method further comprises removing

the electrode(s) after suitable treatment with the electrical

fields. As a general matter, because some embodiments ofthe

method involve temporary implantation of relatively small

electrodes, it is minimally invasive and does not result in the

need for significant post-treatment procedures or care. When

the embodiment is such that electrodes are placed externally

to the subject, it is completely noninvasive and requires no

post-treatment procedure or care. In either case, it does not

result in significant ancillary or collateral damage to the sub-

ject being treated.

In practicing the method, the number of electrodes, either

on a single or multiple devices, used can be selected by the

practitioner based on the size and shape of the tissue to be

treated and the size and shape ofthe electrode. Thus, embodi-

ments ofthe invention include the use ofone, two, three, four,

five, or more electrodes. Each electrode can be independently

sized, shaped, and positioned in or adjacent the tissue to be

treated. In addition, the number and spacing of electrodes on

a single device can be adjusted as desired. The location,

shape, and size of electrodes can be selected to produce

three-dimensional killing zones of numerous shapes and

sizes, allowing for non-thermal treatment of aberrant cell

masses of varying morphologies.
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The method of the invention encompasses the use of mul-

tiple electrodes and different voltages applied for each elec-

trode to precisely control the three-dimensional shape of the

electric field for cell killing. More specifically, it has been

found that varying the amount of electrical energy emitted by

different electrodes placed in a tissue to be treated allows the

practitioner to finely tune the three-dimensional shape of the

electrical field that irreversibly disrupts cell membranes,

causing cell death. Likewise, the polarity of electrodes can be

varied to achieve different three-dimensional electrical fields.

Furthermore, one of the advantages of embodiments of the

invention is to generate electric field distributions that match

complex tumor shapes by manipulating the potentials ofmul-

tiple electrodes. In these embodiments, multiple electrodes

are energized with different potential combinations, as

opposed to an “on/off” system like radio frequency ablation,

to maximize aberrant tissue treatment and minimize damage

to surrounding healthy tissue.

According to the method ofthe invention, the separation of

the electrodes within or about the tissue to be treated can be

varied to provide a desired result. For example, the distance

between two or more electrodes can be varied to achieve

different three-dimensional electrical fields for electropora-

tion or supra-poration. The three-dimensional shape can thus

be set to kill diseased cells and tissues, but partially or com-

pletely avoid healthy tissue in situations where the interface

between healthy and diseased tissue shows a complex three

dimensional shape.

The amount ofheat generated during treatment of aberrant

cells is minimized by the methods ofthe invention. However,

to better ensure that cell killing is a result of non-thermal

effect, and to better protect healthy tissue surrounding the site

of treatment, the method can further comprise cooling the

electrodes during the treatment process. By applying a heat

sink, such as a cooling element in an electrode, generation of

heat in and around tissue in close proximity to the electrodes

can be minimized, resulting in a more consistent application

ofIRE and supra-poration to the tissue and a more controlled

application of cell killing to only those tissues desired to be

treated.

The method ofthe invention, in embodiments, includes the

use of electrodes of different sizes and shapes. Studies per-

formed by the inventors have shown that the electrical field

distribution may be altered by use of electrodes having dif-

ferent diameters, lengths, and shapes. Thus, the use of differ-

ent sizes and shapes of conducting surfaces can be used to

control the electrical fields used for cell killing. In certain

embodiments, the method includes the use of a variable size

electrode. For example, an electrode may be used that, in one

configuration has a relatively small diameter, which is used

for minimally invasive implantation of the electrode into the

site to be treated. Once inserted, a sheath or other covering can

be retracted to allow expansion of the electrode tip to a dif-

ferent size for application ofthe electric field. After treatment,

the sheath can be moved to cover the tip again, thus reducing

the size of the tip to its original size, and the electrode with-

drawn from the treated tissue. The expandable element can be

thought of as a balloon structure, which can have varying

diameters and shapes, depending on original material shape

and size.

The methods of the invention comprise, in embodiments,

treatment oftissue surrounding a site of aberrant cell growth.

In embodiments, this treatment causes cell killing of some

healthy cells surrounding the aberrant cell growth. For

example, in treating an invasive or aggressive tumor, it is

often advisable to eliminate a zone ofapparently healthy cells
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surrounding a tumor site to improve treatment outcome by

destroying tumor cells that have invaded the healthy tissue

outside of the defined tumor.

In other instances, treatment oftissue surrounding a site of

aberrant cell growth includes causing reversible electropora-

tion of cells of the surrounding tissue. The reversible elec-

troporation can be an unavoidable consequence of the

method, but can also be an intended result. In either case,

reversible electroporation can be a mere side-effect of the

treatment, or can be used as a secondary treatment. More

specifically, reversible electroporation can be used to cause

cells of healthy tissue surrounding an aberrant cell mass to

have different physical and biochemical properties than it had

prior to treatment. For example, bioactive agents can be intro-

duced into the reversibly electroporated cells. The bioactive

agents can be agents that cause the healthy cells to be killed.

In such embodiments, additional cell killing, under controlled

conditions, can be effected in healthy tissue. Alternatively, the

bioactive agents can be agents that protect the cells from

destruction, for example by immune cells that respond to the

tissue injury resulting from the electroporation treatment of

the aberrant cells.

In embodiments, the method for treating aberrant cell

growth in animals is a method of treating a subject suffering

from a solid tumor or a region comprising aberrant cells. It

thus may be a method of treating a subject suffering from

cancer. Using different terminology, the method can be a

method of treating a tumor region or a method of treating

cancer. As such, the method can be a method oftreating either

a benign tumor or a malignant tumor. In exemplary embodi-

ments, the method is a method of treating a subject suffering

from diseases and disorders that affect tissues characterized

by relatively high permittivity, such as the outer layer of the

pancreas andbone. Therefore, exemplary embodiments ofthe

present invention are methods that treat pancreatic cancer and

leukemia.

In clinical settings, the method oftreating according to the

invention can have ameliorative effects or curative effects.

That is, a method oftreating a subject can provide a reduction

in aberrant cell growth, such as of a tumor region. Likewise,

it can provide a reduction in the mass of the aberrant cell

growth, such as tumor region size. Further, it can provide total

ablation of the aberrant cell mass, such as the entire tumor

mass.

The method of the invention can include a single round of

treatment or two or more rounds of treatment. That is, the

method of treating aberrant cells, either intentionally or as a

result ofthe size or shape ofthe aberrant cell growthmass, can

result in less than complete destruction ofthe mass. In such a

situation, the method can be repeated one or more times to

effect the desired level of mass reduction. As the method of

the invention is relatively minimally invasive, multiple

rounds of treatment are not as harmful to the patient than

multiple rounds of traditional surgical intervention.

The method of the invention can be part of a multi-modal

treatment. The method thus may comprise other cell-killing

techniques known in the art. For example, the method may

further comprise exposing a tumor region to radiation, or

treating the patient with a chemotherapeutic agent. It likewise

may be performed after or between surgical intervention to

remove all or part of a tumor region. Those of skill in the art

are fully aware of the parameters for treatment with other

modalities; thus, details ofthose treatment regimens need not

be detailed herein.

The methods of the invention are performed using one or

more electrodes that provide cell-killing electrical pulses to

target cells and tissues. Numerous electrodes for electropo-
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ration are known in the art and can be used in accordance with

the invention. Likewise, numerous devices comprising elec-

trodes for electroporation are known in the art. Those of skill

in the art are free to chose appropriate electrodes and devices

based on the parameters for a particular application (e.g.,

tumor size, tumor shape, electrode size, electrode shape).

EXAMPLES

The invention will be further explained by the following

Examples, which are intended to be purely exemplary of the

invention, and should not be considered as limiting the inven-

tion in any way. As a general background to the Examples, it

is noted that the inventors and their colleagues have success-

fully demonstrated that finite element models (FEMs) can

accurately predict treatment outcomes ofpulsed electric field

therapies for tissue ablation.

Example 1

Optimization ofVoltage Parameters and Nanorod

Concentrations for Selectively Killing Leukemia

Cells In Vitro

Gold nanorods can be used to enhance the selectivity of

pulsed electric field therapies to treat leukemia, a cancer that

starts in the bone marrow and causes a large number ofblood

cells to be produced. Treatment of leukemia depends on the

type and extent of the disease but often involves chemo-

therapy or radiation therapy. In autologous stem cell trans-

plantation, stem cells from the patient’s own marrow or blood

are obtained and engrafted after the patient receives an

intense dose of chemotherapy or radiation in an attempt to

restore hematologic and immunologic function following

treatment. There is the potential for disease recurrence if the

engrafted stem cells contain even a single leukemic cell. Gold

nanorods combined with antibody targeting techniques pro-

vide a means to selectively kill leukemic cells through the

localized amplification of an applied external electric field.

This treatment can be used as either an alternative to stem cell

transplantation or as a means to purge stem cells of leukemia

prior to engraftment.

In this Example, sample preparation is performed using

previously established protocols developed by Lapotko et al.

(Lasers SurgMed, 2006). Specifically, cryopreserved

samples of primary human cells derived from the bone mar-

row ofleukemia patients (acute B-lymphoblast leukemia) and

healthy donors are used. Normal bone marrow samples have

no tumor cells and leukemic samples are comprised mainly of

tumor cells (up to 98%) in samples from different patients.

Normal and tumor samples are prepared and analyzed as

separate samples in 6 well-plates, but they are treated with the

same protocols. The trial groups (Table 1) include a control

group without nanorods and antibodies (—NR, —Y), an

enhancement group (+NR, —Y), and a targeting group (+NR,

+Y). Gold nanorods are purchased (Nanopartz) with a dense

coating ofhydrophilic polymers for conjugation to secondary

antibody and uniform suspension. Leukemia cells express

diagnosis specific genes that are determined individually for

each patient using standard clinical protocols developed by

Jennings and Foon (Blood, 1997). Flow cytometry is used for

phenotyping and specific monoclonal antibodies raised

against cell membrane receptors corresponding to specific

genes are used for each sample of tumor cells. For different

patients, different monoclonal antibodies yield different

expression levels and an optimal monoclonal antibody is used

for each patient-specific sample in all experiments. In the
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targeting trial group, samples are incubated for 30 minutes

with their corresponding primary antibody that selectively

attaches to blast cells. In the enhancement and targeting trial

group, samples are incubated for an additional 30 minutes

with gold nanorods that are conjugated with a secondary

antibody that has a high coupling efliciency for primary anti-

body. Additionally, R-phycoerythrin (PE), a fluorescent dye

(#P9787, Ted Pella Inc.) factory conjugated with a tertiary

antibody that has a high coupling efliciency for secondary

antibody, is used as a marker for nanorods in quantifying

distribution. PE is incubated with samples for 30 minutes. All

incubation is performed at 4° C. to minimize physiological

processes and allow for the eflicient antibody-receptor or

antibody-antibody interactions.

The sample size for each pulsing protocol with varying

nanorods concentrations is 4 (Table 1). Sample size was cal-

culated based on a one-sided t-test with an alpha value of

0.05, a power of 0.80, and an anticipated Cohen’s d of 2.00

(considered to be a large effect size). This effect size is con-

sistent with published data on cell survival following IRE as

compared to untreated controls. A conservative estimate cal-

culates the value ofCohen’s d with a mean percent survival of

90% (0.3 standard deviation) for untreated controls and 30%

(0.3 standard deviation) for cells treated with IRE for induc-

ing cell death.

For the electric pulse protocol, the ECM 830 Square Wave

Electroporation System (BTX Harvard Apparatus) is used to

induce IRE in cell suspensions. The device is capable of

generating a wide range of voltages (5 to 3000 V) and pulse

durations (10 us to 10 s). Additionally, the device can be used

in combination with a variety of specialty electrodes (BTX

Harvard Apparatus). Specifically, cells are electroporated

using the BTX Petri Pulser. This device is designed to elec-

troporate cells grown in a 6-well plate and is comprised of 13

gold plated electrodes spaced 2 mm apart. Because there is no

commercially available nanosecond pulsed generator for bio-

electric studies, one is constructed according to a previously

established protocol developed by Sun et al. (Dielectrics and

Electrical Insulation, IEEE Transactions on, 2007). The

supra-poration generator can be used with the BTX Petri

Pulser and provides a 10 ns pulse duration with a rise time of

approximately 2 ns and an amplitude up to 35 kV. The experi-

ments are designed around these device restrictions (Table 1).

Immediately prior to exposure to electric pulses, samples are

imaged to perform a nanorod distribution analysis. After

exposure to electric pulses, the samples are incubated for 12

hrs prior to performing a subsequent nanorod distribution

analysis and cell viability analysis to allow adequate time for

the induction of cell death following supra-poration.

A CCD camera (U2C-l45415, Ormins Ltd.) is used with a

fluorescent light microscope (Leica DMI6000B, Leica

Microsystems) in order to image and quantify the distribution

of nanorods around individual cells and the cell viability

following supra-poration. Bright field images of cells are

taken of all samples and overlaid with fluorescent images in

all trial groups. Leica image processing software is used to

reconstruct a representative image of each entire well by

automatically tiling individual field of view images. The

bright field images are used to distinguish cell type and

dimension, and the fluorescent images are used to quantify

nanorod association with the cell membrane and cell death.

To quantify nanorod association with the cell membrane, a

standard “green” fluorescent excitation mode is applied, and

intensity measurements are recorded both at the cell mem-

brane and throughout the rest of the sample using the Leica

image processing software. The peak image amplitude is

treated as an estimation of the total number of nanorods. The
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CCD camera is calibrated using several different known con-

centrations of homogeneous dispersions of nanorods in

water. Previous studies have shown that the meanpixel ampli-

tude of a fluorescent signal is almost linearly proportional to

the concentration of nanorods. To analyze cell Viability, all

samples are stained with propidium iodide (PI), and a stan-

dard “red” fluorescent excitation mode is applied. PI gets

taken up in cells with compromised plasma membranes, such

that cells that are counted as PI-positive are considered dead,

and cells that are counted as PI-negative are considered live.

A software program in LabVIEW can be used to analyze the

reconstructed well images and distinguish dead from live

cells to output a viability percentage. Additionally, the soft-

ware can determine the concentration ofnanoparticles around

each cell.

A Multi-wayANOVA with SPSS software is used to deter-

mine statistical significance among endpoint measurements

for all pulsing protocols, and a TukeyKramer test identifies

significant differences between cell response to supra-pora-

tion alone or in combination with gold nanorods. Data is

presented as meanistandard deviation of 4 independent

determinations, and a statistical probability ofP<0.05 is con-

sidered significant. In the tested pulsing protocols (Table 2),

electric fields resulting in greater than 90% cell death are

considered the threshold for inducing supra-poration with

and without the inclusion of gold nanorods.

TABLE 2
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SOL Multiphysics (version 3.5 a), was selected because ofits

variety of features and functionality, as well as its capability

to integrate seamlessly with MATLAB (Chiu and Stuchly,

Biomedical Engineering, IEEE Transactions on, 2005). For

the model, the “quasi-static, electric” mode ofCOMSOL was

selected for its ability to perform a time-harmonic analysis of

conducting and dielectric materials with small currents in the

(r,z)-plane and a negligible coupling between the electric and

magnetic fields. This mode essentially solves the complex

Laplace equation:

BVV

—V-(0’V V) —£0£,V (7] = O

This equation accounts for the resistive and capacitive com-

ponents of bone, which must be included when modeling

heterogeneous tissue. The offset of a square wave pulse

causes the capacitive current to change direction within bio-

logical tissue, and the duration of the pulse determines the

frequency at which the current changes direction. Therefore,

the pulse duration can be correlated to data defining the con-

ductivity and relative permittivity ofbone andbone marrow at

various frequencies. Furthermore, the frequency dependence

 

Trial groups pulsing parameters and nanorod characteristics for in vitro experiments.

 

 

Applied Voltage Pulse Cell Number of

Trial Group (N = 4) Duration Line Conc. Pulses Frequency

Control 0, 50, 100, 150, 10 us Normal 7 100 1 Hz

(—NR, —Y) 200, 250, and Cancer

300 Volts

Normal

Cancer

Enhancement 0, 50, 100, 150, 10 us Normal 0.1, 0.5, and 100 1 Hz

(+NR, —Y) 200, 250, and Cancer 1 mg/ml

300 Volts

0, 5,10,15, 10 ns Normal

20, 25, and Cancer

30 kV

Targeting 0, 50, 100, 150, 10 us Normal 0.1, 0.5, and 100 1 Hz

(+NR, +Y) 200, 250, and Cancer 1 mg/ml

300 Volts

10 ns Normal

Cancer

Example 2 ofthe pulses on the electric field distribution within the tissue

Computational Model for Investigating the Electric

Field Distribution Within Bony Tissues

Imaging can be combined with computational modeling to

provide insight into the unintuitive, highly complex interac-

tion of electric fields with biological tissue. The electric field

distribution within spongy bone can be determined to quan-

tify treatment areas following supra-poration. Results from in

vitro experimental data can be used to define electric field

thresholds for killing bone marrow cells in the model. Further,

image reconstructions and treatment area calculations

obtained from in vivo experiments further refine the model

geometry and properties.

A mathematical simulation for predicting the electric field

distribution within a spongy bone structure where bone mar-

row resides among the trabeculae has been developed. A

commercial finite element method (FEM) package, COM-
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can be evaluated in order to distinguish electroporation from

supra-poration protocols.

The geometry ofthe FEM was defined as two-dimensional

with axial symmetry to simplify computation time. A bipolar

electrode, similar to one currently employed in IRE protocols

for tumor ablation (AngioDynamics Inc.), was inserted into a

spongy bone structure filled with bone marrow. The bipolar

electrode was 4 mm in diameter, and the exposed energized

and grounded portions of the electrode were selected to be 6

mm in length. The diameter ofthe randomly distributed bone

marrow regions were selected to be 1 mm, as estimated by

scanning electron micrographs of spongy bone. The overall

geometry was large enough (4 cm><4 cm) to avoid outer sur-

face boundary effects. Dirichlet and Neumann boundary con-

ditions are incorporated into COMSOL and can be employed

by specifying the boundary conditions to each interface

accordingly. The boundaries of the energized and grounded

electrodes were taken to be 1 kV and 0 V, respectively. 1 kV
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falls within the range ofvoltages commonly employed in IRE

and supra-poration procedures and is used initially as a ref-

erence to gain insight into both procedures. The boundaries

between the spongy bone and bone marrow were treated as

continuous, while all remaining boundaries were treated as

electrical insulation. Although bone marrow is in fact a com-

position of various tissues including adipose tissue, reticular

tissue, lymphoid tissue, hematopoietic tissue, and blood, it

was treated as a homogeneous material in the computation.

By employing pulses with a high frequency or durations

shorter than the charging time of the plasma membrane, the

electric field distribution within heterogeneous tissue

resembles that ofhomogeneous tissue. Ultra-short (nanosec-

ond) pulses can be used to penetrate tissue heterogeneities

with a relatively high permittivity, whereas microsecond

pulses are not as efficient. It is evident that the nanosecond

pulse is better suited to induce supra-poration in bone marrow

as a potential treatment for leukemia.

Subdomain integration was performed to calculate the

treated area inside bone marrow regions for a variety of elec-

tric field thresholds. For example, if the electric field thresh-

old to induce cell death in bone marrow following supra-

poration is determined to be 1000 V/cm, 0.1 cm2 of bone

marrow is treated. However, if through the incorporation of

gold nanorods this electric field threshold drops to 500 V/cm,

0.3 cm2 of bone marrow is treated. Interestingly, the micro-

second pulse is better suited to treat a large amount of bone

without affecting the bone marrow. This shows the potential

of supra-poration to treat other types of bone cancer.

In order to develop the model described above so that it can

be incorporated with x-ray micro-CT scan data, the geometry

ofthe FEM needs to be redefined as 3D. Then, the iso-surface

feature of MATLAB can be used to convert the in vivo 3D

image reconstructions into a format that can be imported into

COMSOL to create a custom FEM geometry for each patient.

The model can be extended to include the Pennes Bioheat

equation for predicting temperature distributions. This will

allow surgeons to ensure that the pulsing parameters do not

create a temperature rise in the tissue that causes thermal

damage so that the non-thermal benefits of IRE and supra-

poration are maintained. Furthermore, the dielectric proper-

ties of the tissue can be altered in the simulation until the

predicted treatment area, based on the electric field thresh-

olds, matches the treatment area calculated histologically for

the corresponding section oftissue. Animals can be tested and

an average conductivity and relative permittivity for each

pulse duration can be calculated. The goal is to lower the

applied voltage such that only leukemic cells with bound gold

nanorods in bone marrow regions will be killed.

Example 3

Cell Death in Bony Tissue Using Pulsed Electric

Fields

To demonstrate that pulsed electric fields can safely and

predictably induce cell death in bony tissue, a rabbit model is

used as the animal of study because techniques have been

established for performing imaging and histological analysis

on bony substructures in rabbits. Like humans, rabbits have a

well developed haversian system, making them ideal candi-

dates for obtaining translatable results from experiments on

bone substructures. Six-month old rabbits are used because it

is known that they achieve skeletal maturity at nineteen to

twenty-four weeks. The IRE and supra-poration pulse gen-

erators are used in conjunction with a custom made bipolar

electrode (4 mm in diameter) to deliver the electric pulses.
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Two IRE pulsing protocols and two supra-poration pulsing

protocols are implemented for a comparison of treatment

areas (Table 2). For each of the trial groups, including an

untreated control group, four rabbits are utilized, thereby

requiring a total of 20 rabbits. Rabbit numbers were calcu-

lated based on a one-sided t-test with an alpha value of 0.05,

a power of 0.80, and an anticipated Cohen’s d of 2.00 (con-

sidered to be a large effect size). Using four rabbits for treat-

ment area calculations account for variations in bone struc-

ture and tissue response.

Prior to surgery, rabbit femurs are imaged using micro-CT

scanning Rabbits are sedated under isoflurane anesthesia

using a mask. The left hind-leg is extended and held in place

with a strap. The distal femoral is chosen as the region of

interest, because it has a sufficient, continuous spongy bone

structure. A commercially available low dose in vivo x-ray

micro-CT scanner is utilized (Skyscan 1076, Micro Photonics

Inc.). The device is capable ofperforming non-invasive slice

imaging and 3D image reconstruction from small animals,

such as rabbits. The technique can capture a cross-section up

to 17 mm in length along any region ofthe specimen, and the

images have pixel sizes as fine as 9 pm. The data is used to

create realistic 3D images and to calculate internal morpho-

logical parameters. The 3D images are imported into COM-

SOL to create a customized FEM geometry for each rabbit. In

vivo micro-CT scanning of rabbit distal femurs is repeatable

and reproducible and can be used with confidence to measure

differences in trabecular bone architecture. Five in vivo scans

of the left hind-leg of each rabbit are performed within

approximately 30 minutes, with x-ray exposure lasting under

10 minutes.

TABLE 3

 

Trial groups and pulsing parameters for in vivo experiments 

 

Trial Group Pulse Number

(N = 4) Voltage Duration of Pulses Frequency

Control 7 7 7 7

IREl 250 V 1011s 100 1 Hz

IRE2 500 V 10 us 100 1 Hz

Supra-poration 1 10 kV 10 HS 100 1 Hz

Supra-poration 2 30 kV 10 HS 100 1 Hz

 

Following imaging, rabbits are maintained under anesthe-

sia, and the bipolar electrode is advanced centrally into the

distal femur of the restricted left hind-leg until the energized

and grounded surfaces are within the tissue. The x-ray micro-

CT scanner is used to ensure proper placement of the elec-

trode. Following delivery of the pulsing protocols, the elec-

trode is removed, and the wound is closed in a routine fashion.

Gold nanorods act as dense x-ray absorbing agents, further

justifying the use ofx-ray micro-CT in this experiment. Rab-

bits are humanely euthanized 12 hrs post-treatment, to allow

adequate time for the induction of cell death following IRE

and supra-poration.

After sacrifice, all left femurs are harvested and reserved

for histological analysis. Histology specimens are stripped of

surrounding soft tissues, fixed in 10% neutral formalin, and

embedded in paraffin. Square fragments oftissue are enumer-

ated in a grid format to ensure the spatial location of each

tissue fragment is known and can be correlated to regions of

injury. Thick sections of 5 pm are taken longitudinally around

the electrode implantation site using a microtome (Microm

International). The sections are stained with hematoxylin and

eosin and imaged on an inverted microscope (Leica

DMI6000B, Leica Microsystems). Treatment area is deter-
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mined through an examination of four sections from each

specimen for regions ofnecrosis. There is a sharp delineation

between normal and necrotic tissue following the in vivo

application ofpulsed electric fields. Images are imported into

LabVIEW, and a software program can be used to trace the

delineation lines and calculate the internal areas within

regions ofbone marrow. The measurements are imported into

COMSOL to refine the properties ofthe computational model

to better predict treatment outcomes.

A Multi-wayANOVA with SPSS software is used to deter-

mine statistical significance among endpoint measurements

for all pulsing protocols and a Tukey-Kramer test identifies

significant differences in treatment area measurements

between IRE and supra-poration. Data is presented as

meanistandard deviation of four independent determina-

tions, and a statistical probability of P<0.05 is considered

significant.

This novel nanoparticle-mediated pulsed electric field

therapy can be used to purge stem cells oflekumeic cells prior

to engraftment in autologous stem cell transplantations,

effectively eliminating disease recurrence. This novel therapy

can replace autologous stem cell transplantations completely,

and patients will no longer be subject to a high risk of infec-

tion and toxicity following chemotherapy and radiation.

Additionally, this is the first treatment planning model to

incorporate nanorods with pulsed electric field therapies.

Such a treatment planning model allows surgeons to optimize

the electrode geometry, voltage parameters, andnanorod con-

centrations for varying types of tissue and heterogeneities to

ensure that only leukemic cells with bound nanorods receive

a lethal dose of IRE or supra-poration.

Example 4

Ultra-Short Pulses can be Integrated Temporally and

Spatially to Induce Membrane Permeabilization

FIG. 5 illustrates the ability for multiple ultra-short pulses

to generate an electric field capable of inducing a transmem-

brane potential large enough to promote irreversible mem-

brane breakdown. When cells are placed in a uniform electric

field, and their membranes are treated as spherical, ideal

dielectric shells containing and surrounded by a conductive

medium, the analytical solution for induced TMP across the

plasma membrane and nuclear envelope can be described as a

function of time by solving the Laplace equation. The exact

formula has been described in the section on detailed descrip-

tion ofvarious embodiments ofthe invention. The pulse dura-

tion was defined to be 100 ns using a Heaviside step function

(ideal rise time) in order to investigate the timescale of com-

plete plasma membrane and nuclear envelope charging and

discharging, respectively. The duty cycle was defined as 75%

(—33 ns delay between pulses), and the pulse amplitude was

defined to be 2000 V/cm delivered either uni-directionally

(monopolar pulses) or bi-directionally (bipolar pulses). The

solution was obtained by frequency domain analysis in Math-

ematica 7 (Wolfram Research, Inc.) and converted back into

the time domain by taking the inverse Laplace transform

according to, TMP (t):L'1[(TMP(s)]. Results of the model

confirm the hypothesis that if multiple, ultra-short pulses are

delivered at a sufficient duty cycle, which temporally and

spatially sum to the charging time of the plasma membrane,

then cells can remain polarized long enough for the trans-

membrane potential to reach levels necessary for electropo-

ration. However, when the pulses spatially offset, as is the

cases when bipolar pulses are employed, then the TMP never

reaches a permeabilizing threshold.
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These results can be extended by using finite-element tech-

niques to investigate the limits ofpulse directionality.A three-

dimensional geometry representative of a multiple-cells

enclosed by an epithelial layer was simulated using COM-

SOL. The “quasi-static, electric” module was selected for its

ability to perform a transient analysis of conducting and

dielectric materials with small currents in the (r,z)-plane and

a negligible coupling between the electric and magnetic

fields. The model essentially solves the complex Laplace

equation in order to predict the electric field distribution in a

non-uniform electric field. The equation accounts for the

resistive and capacitive components of tissue, which must be

included when modeling heterogeneous systems.

Four applicationmodes were defined to represent the tissue

exterior, extracellular space, cytoplasm, and nucleoplasm

subdomains. The volume representing the tissue exterior (be-

tween the epithelial layer and the electrodes) was filled with

a conductive gel (0:4S/m; 6,:80), which is commonly used

in electroporation procedures to homogenize the electric

field. The epithelial layer, plasma membrane, and nuclear

envelope forming the interface between the different subdo-

mains were treated as thin sheets ofresistive material follow-

ing the distributed impedance boundary condition:

n7_0’m(VI-V0) SOSmBW-Vo)

”' ‘TJ' d T’
 

where J is the total current density (normal) in the membrane,

08, is the conductivity ofthe membrane, 60 is the permittivity

of a vacuum, Em is the relative permittivity ofthe membrane,

d is the thickness of the membrane, and V1 and V0 are the

electric potentials inside and outside the membrane, respec-

tively. Lipid bilayers are three orders of magnitude thinner

than the dimensions of a typical cell, and the reduction of

epithelial cells to a single boundary avoids the creation of

extremely fine mesh elements within tight junctions between

cells. A perfectly tight epithelium is assumed, in which tight

junctions have an infinite resistance.

The thickness ofthe epithelium (Table 3) was chosen to be

four times as thick as the plasma membrane in order to depict

a double layer of mesothelial cells encapsulating the tissue

section. The surface ofperitoneal tissue generally consists of

mesothelial cells, but the number ofcell layers varies depend-

ing on location. To compensate for the fact that the thickness

ofthe epithelium was four times as thick as the plasma mem-

brane, the conductivity of the boundary layer was scaled

according to the relation a':(d'/d)><o. The remaining horizon-

tal faces of the simulation domain were modeled as electri-

cally insulating, and the vertical faces, representing non-

puncturing plate electrodes, were modeled as either

electrically insulating, constant potential, or grounded,

depending on the electrode activation pattern. Individual, or

trains of square-wave electric pulses (0.1 ns rise time) were

delivered from the energized electrodes using the function

flc2hs, which constructs a smoothed Heaviside step function

with continuous second derivative between two different

potentials.

The potential distribution within each subdomain was

obtained by transiently solving the complex Laplace equation

for 13001 degrees offreedom with no external current density

in each application mode. The geometry and dielectric prop-

erties associated with the cellular subdomains and boundaries

are given in Table l. Calculations of the TMP across the

plasma membrane and nuclear envelope were performed by

taking the difference between potentials on both sides of the
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respective membranes. In the first set of experiments, the

epithelial layer was treated as a continuous boundary instead

of distributed impedance in order to compare our prediction

ofTMP with analytical techniques of a single cell placed in a

uniform electric field. Results are in agreement with those of

Pucihar et al. (Annals of Biomedical Engineering, 2006;

IEEE Transactions on Biomedical Engineering, 2009), and

validate the use of the FEM to investigate multi-cellular sys-

tem enclosed by an epithelial layer.

The potential of the present invention to treat tissues

enclosed by epithelial layers is emphasized by the results of

the FEM shown in FIG. 12 and FIG. 13. A train of unipolar

pulses is compared to a train ofbipolar pulses, where both are

delivered horizontally across the simulation domain. The

pulse duration (500 ns), number (6), amplitude (2500 V/cm),

and duty cycle (100%) are held constant in each iteration,

such that the polarity is the only parameter of interest. The

effects of using unipolar pulses are similar to conventional

IRE treatment, in that the integration of pulses results in a

single pulse on the order of microseconds. In this case, once

the epithelial layer is fully charged, the remaining pulses in

the train are not effective for treating the underlying cells.

This is evident in FIG. 12, which shows that the epithelial

layer shields the electric field from the underlying cells, and

in FIG. 13, which shows that the induced TMP on the plasma

membrane ofthe underlying cells drops offafter the epithelial

layer is fully charged. In the bipolar case, each pulse within

the train is tuned to charge the epithelial layer to its critical

permeabilizing threshold, and once the TMP approaches its

asymptotic value at the fully charged state, the pulse polarity

flips and the procedure is repeated. These results, extend

those of the analytical model shown in FIG. 11, and indicate

that the bipolar pulses are more effective at continually pen-

etrating the epithelial layer and treating the entire tissue vol-

ume throughout the duration of the pulse train. In embodi-

ments, each pulse parameter can be increased or decreased

according to how long the plasma membrane of the cells

comprising a given tissue must be held at a TMP l V to induce

cell death.

The potential of the present invention to perform non-

invasive, targeted electroporation is emphasizedby the results

ofthe FEM shown in FIG. 14. In this simulation, the epithelial

layer was removed and only three application modes were

defined to represent the extracellular space, cytoplasm, and

nucleoplasm subdomains. The potential distribution within

each subdomain was obtained by transiently solving the com-

plex Laplace equation for 33397 degrees of freedom with no

external current density in each application mode. A train of

unipolar pulses is delivered horizontally and vertically across

the simulation domain in an alternating fashion. The pulse

duration (100 ns), number (10), amplitude (1500 V/cm), and

duty cycle (100%) are held constant in each iteration, such

that the varying components of the electric field are the only

parameters of interest. The maximum TMP is recorded at

seven cell locations to investigate the effects of pulse direc-

tionality on inducing electroporation. The results shown in

FIG. 14 indicate that cells 5 and 7 can undergo IRE while cells

1-4 experience reversible electroporation. Interestingly, cell 6

is spared from all pulsed electric field therapy. Further, if a

second train of pulses is delivered at a 45 degree offset from

the current train, cells 5 and 7 will be spared. The effect ofthis

embodiment ofthe invention allows cells 1-4 to experience a

permeabilizing field longer than cells 5-7, resulting in a tar-

geted form of electroporation.
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Example 5

Novel Device Designs Allow for Treatment Area

Morphology Control through Electrode Activation

Patterns

FIG. 6 illustrates the ability of novel electrode designs to

control the shape of the treatment area through the combina-

tion of ultra-short pulses. Sixteen electrodes are placed non-

invasively around a two-dimensional region of tissue, and a

ground electrode is inserted into the center ofthe same region

of tissue.

Using similar techniques as described in Example 4, the

electric field distribution is predicted when 10 kV, 10 ns

square-wave pulses are delivered simultaneously from the

energized electrodes with the others set as electrical insula-

tion. The complex Laplace’s equation was solved for 2704

degrees of freedom. 10 kV, 10 ns square-wave pulses are

delivered simultaneously from the energized electrodes with

the others set as electrical insulation. As shown in the figure,

a custom shaped treatment area (region enclosed by broken

line) of tissue region undergoes supra-poration. Due to the

custom electrode activation pattern, the results indicate that a

greater amount of tissue is treated on the side of the ground

electrode that is closer to the larger number of energized

electrodes. The resultant “egg-shape” is just one example,

and other electrode activation patterns could be implemented

to yield more complex geometries.

Example 6

Ultra-Short Pulses Allow for Heterogeneity

Penetration and Treatment Area Location Control

In order to calculate the capacitances (C) and resistances

(R) in the circuit model of the pancreas, data on the specific

conductivity (0) and relative permittivity (6,) of connective

tissue (ct) and pancreatic (p) tissue is needed. Biological

tissue is neither a perfect dielectric nor a perfect conductor,

and the values for o and E, are dependent upon the frequency

of the applied electric field. In electroporation and supra-

poration protocols, voltage is delivered to the electrodes in a

square pulse waveform, where most ofthe energy resides at 0

Hz. Therefore, data for connective tissue (estimated to be

similar to wet skin) and pancreatic tissue conductivity and

permittivity at 0 Hz is used. After applying input voltage of 10

kV as a square pulse waveform for a specified duration, the

voltage drop across the connective tissue can be decreased by

reducing the pulse duration into the nanosecond time range.

FIG. 7, Panels A and B, illustrate the ability of ultra-short

pulses to penetrate tissue heterogeneities. A single plate elec-

trode is placed non-invasively on a region of tissue, and a

ground electrode is inserted into the lower left corner of an

adjacent region oftissue comprising different electrical prop-

erties (in this case, pancreatic tissue and surrounding endot-

helial layer). Using similar techniques as described in

Example 4, the electric field distribution is predicted when

1000 V, 10 us square-wave pulses and 1000 V, 10 ns square-

wave pulses are delivered from the energized electrode. The

complex Laplace’s equation was solved for 2971 degrees of

freedom.

The treatment area (region enclosed by broken line) ofthe

tissue region undergoing IRE around internal ground elec-

trode is shown in the figure. More specifically, 1000 V, 10 us

square-wave pulses (Panel A) and 1000 V, 10 ns square-wave

pulses (Panel B) are delivered from the energized electrode

placed outside the pancreas along the connective tissue cap-
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sule. The thin tissue layer adjacent to the energized electrodes

is 10 times less conductive and 10 times more able to store

charge than the large tissue region in which the grounded

electrode is inserted. The results shown in FIG. 7 indicate that

the 10 ns pulses are better suited to bypass the thin tissue layer

than the 10 us pulses. This agrees with the results obtained

from the equivalent circuit model presented in the detailed

description of various embodiments of the invention section.

Further, most of the treatment is concentrated around the

ground electrode when 10 ns pulses are employed, sparing a

greater amount of the thin tissue layer from treatment. It is

also important to note that if the location of the ground elec-

trode is altered, the treatment area is still concentrated around

the ground electrode in its altered location.

The results shown in FIG. 16 extend those presented above

for situations in which the epithelial layer is modeled not as a

thin layer of tissue, but as a distributed impedance boundary

condition representing a continuous lipid bilayer encapsulat-

ing the tissue. This model was constructed with techniques

similar to those described in Example 4, with the major dif-

ferences being the two-dimensional nature of the geometry

and the presence of spherical electrodes instead ofplate elec-

trodes. The first simulation (top left) shows that the charac-

teristic “peanut-shaped” electric field distribution is gener-

ated in the tissue when 10 ns pulses are delivered horizontally

and vertically across the tissue in an alternating fashion from

two pairs of electrodes. The region of tissue in which the

“peanuts” overlap is the projected, targeted treatment area,

because only cells in that region achieve a TMP above the

threshold for electroporation. This same scenario is shown in

the top right for 10 us pulses. In this case, the electric field

does not penetrate the epithelial layer, and only cells within

the epithelial layer are treated. The second simulation (bot-

tom left) shows the electric field distribution generated when

10 ns pulses are delivered simultaneously from two adjacent

electrodes. In this case, the region of tissue between the

electrodes ofequal current injection is spared from treatment,

whereas the center of the tissue is not. This electrode activa-

tion pattern is useful for situations in which a sensitive struc-

ture such as a major blood vessel or nerve is present between

the aforementioned electrodes. This same scenario is shown

in the bottom right for 10 us pulses, and as before, the electric

field does not penetrate the epithelial layer, and only cells

within the epithelial layer are treated.

Example 7

System for Generating Ultra-short Electric Pulses

FIG. 8 depicts an exemplary high-level diagram of a sys-

tem to provide ultra-short, high-intensity, electric pulses to a

sample. This system relies upon a half-bridge MOSFET con-

figuration that is being driven by a commercial gate-driver

integrated circuit. More specifically, FIG. 8 displays an exem-

plary system having four basic sub-systems, a low voltage

power supply, a high voltage power supply with optional

energy storage, pulse forming circuitry, and high-voltage

switching circuitry. It is to be noted that it is possible to

reproduce a similar output with a different number of sub-

systems.

Modem semiconductor devices provide an excellent

means to produce short electric pulses for high voltage

switching. In FIG. 8, two Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field

Effect Transistors (MOSFETs) are shown in a half-bridge

configuration. This configuration allows the output of the

system to be maintained at three possible states, namely:

ground (output voltage is zero), high (output voltage is equal
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to the power supply voltage), and floating (output voltage can

assume any value). The half-bridge configuration allows for

flexibility in the system but is not absolutely crucial to achieve

ultra-short pulses. A single semiconductor operated as a

switch could also be used to trigger an ultra-short pulse.

Furthermore, MOSFETs are not the only semiconductor

devices that can be utilized to produce a pulse. Bipolar Junc-

tion Transistors (BJTs), Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistors

(IGBTs), and Junction Field Effect Transistors (JFETs) are

examples of some of the semiconductor devices that may be

used to produce an output pulse

FIG. 8 also displays the use of a commercially available

gate-driver integrated circuit (IC) coupled with a monostable

multivibrator to produce an ultra-short pulse and trigger the

proper semiconductor device. This is just one method of

translating a trigger signal from the user into a short duration

pulse which then tums-on the semiconductor device. Semi-

conductor device driving can also be accomplished through

discrete passive and active components. Similarly, waveform

generation for the device does not have to come from a dis-

crete or packaged monostable multivibrator circuit. A pulse

may be formed using a computer running suitable software, a

microcontroller, digital signal processor, or even a direct digi-

tal synthesis IC.

There are a multitude of methods to provide power to the

above-mentioned circuitry. FIG. 8 displays separate low and

high-voltage power supplies to provide the necessary power

for all ofthe systems elements. Additionally, the high—voltage

supply is shown connected to a large bank of output capaci-

tors in order to maintain the output voltage level during the

pulse. This large capacitance injust one example ofan energy

storage method to maintain the output voltage of the power

supply during the pulse and may not be required with certain

power supply topologies.

Example 8

System for Controlling Multiple Electrodes in Novel

Device Designs

FIG. 9 illustrates a modular implementation for controlling

multiple pulse outputs using a microcontroller. More specifi-

cally, FIG. 9 shows a system configuration having multiple

high-voltage pulse outputs. Through a modular approach,

pulses maybe be applied in different locations with indepen-

dent durations and intensities. The general purpose input/

output pins of a microcontroller can be used to control mul-

tiple outputs in order to better tailor a treatment program. By

implementing each pulse output as an independent system

containing its own power supply, energy storage, and high-

voltage switching circuitry, the duration, intensity, andtiming

ofeach pulse can be precisely tailored to the desired applica-

tion.

One method ofcontrolling each pulse output is through the

use of the general purpose input/output (GPIO) pins of a

microcontroller or digital signal processor. Modern micro-

controllers possess a multitude of GPIO pins which a low-

voltage pulse can be generated. This low-voltage pulse is then

translated into a pulse with the desired intensity by the high-

voltage circuitry at each pulse output. In this implementation

the pulse length and timing is determinedby software running

on the microcontroller. Conversely, a similar implementation

may be accomplished using a personal computer.

It is also important to note that the method of controlling

the timing and pulse duration could be used to directly control

the intensity ofthe output pulse by varying the voltage ofeach

output’s power supply. It is through this simultaneous control
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of multiple outputs that highly flexible treatment programs

may be tailored to a patient’s individual needs.

Example 9

Demonstration ofVarying the Region of Treatment

Through the Adjustment of Pulse Parameters

The mechanism of the present invention may be demon-

strated in vitro by culturing cells on a micro-fabricated elec-

trode array. These cultured cells would then be treated with

dyes in order to indicate the state of the cell’s Viability. By

applying pulses to the micro-electrode array the cells grown

on the array will undergo electroporation or supra-poration

depending on the pulse parameters used in the experiment.

The present invention suggests that the location ofthe treated

cells in relation to the electrode array may be changed by

adjustment of pulse parameters. The combination of a wide-

band amplifier with dedicated pulse generation equipment or

computer-based pulse generation equipment would allow for

the investigation of the effect of various pulse parameters on

the region of effected cells. The use of a wideband amplifier

to create ultra-short high frequency pulses has been demon-

strated as a viable method and the output waveform produced

by a simple circuit is shown in FIG. 17. By performing this

experiment at the microscope scale, much lower voltages may

be used and the use of a wideband amplifier would also allow

for much higher pulse repetition frequencies than dedicated

switched-semiconductor devices.

It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that various

modifications and variations can be made in the practice of

the present invention without departing from the scope or

spirit of the invention. Other embodiments of the invention

will be apparent to those skilled in the art from consideration

ofthe specification and practice ofthe invention. It is intended

that the specification and examples be considered as exem-

plary only, with a true scope and spirit of the invention being

indicated by the following claims.

The invention claimed is:

1. A method oftreating a subject suffering from an aberrant

cell growth, said method comprising:

implanting an electrode into or adjacent the aberrant

growth region within the body of a subject, and

causing a train of electrical pulses to be emitted from the

electrode into the aberrant growth region, wherein each

individual pulse in the pulse train is incapable of IRE

alone but together as the pulse train capable of causing

predominately non-thermal killing of aberrantly grow-

ing cells by IRE.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the pulse train is

between 50 nanoseconds and 10,000 nanoseconds.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein two or more electrodes

are used in the method and are provided as part of a single

device.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein two or more electrodes

are used in the method.

5. The method of claim 4, further comprising positioning

the electrodes at a distance apart from each other to create

custom treatment area shapes through varying electrode acti-

vation patterns.

6. The method ofclaim 1, wherein the aberrant cell growth

is a neoplasia.

7. The method of claim 6, wherein the neoplasia is leuke-

mia or pancreatic cancer.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein the subject is a human.

9. The method ofclaim 1, wherein the implanted electrode

is a current input electrode and wherein a current return
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electrode is implanted within the body ofthe subject at a site

adjacent to or distant from the aberrant growth region, or is

provided external to the subject.

10. The method of claim 1, wherein the implanted elec-

trode is a return electrode and wherein a current input elec-

trode is implanted within the body of the subject at a site

adjacent to or distant from the aberrant growth region, or is

provided external to the subject.

11. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of causing a

train ofpulses includes causing a train ofpulses to be emitted

with each pulse having a pulse width of 10 microseconds or

less and a delay between two adjacent pulses.

12. The method ofclaim 1, wherein the method results in a

reduction in the size of a tumor.

13. The method ofclaim 12, wherein the method results in

ablation of the tumor.

14. The method of claim 1, comprising:

implanting multiple electrodes into or adjacent the aberrant

growth region within the body of a subject;

causing multiple electrical pulses to be emitted from vary-

ing electrodes at multiple positions of targeted tissue,

wherein an individual pulse from one electrode is insuf-

ficient to cause IRE, but wherein temporal and spatial

summation of such pulses yields ablation zones where

the effective fields overlap.

15. The method ofclaim 1, wherein causing multiple elec-

trical pulses to be emitted from the electrode comprises emit-

ting multiple electric pulses such that the temporal and spatial

summation of such pulses results in the generation of an

electric field of about 1 kV/cm to 50 kV/cm for 1000 nano-

seconds or less to induce supra-poration in addition to IRE.

16. The method ofclaim 1, wherein the individual electric

pulses are monophasic.

17. The method ofclaim 1, wherein the individual electric

pulses are biphasic.

18. The method of claim 1, wherein a train ofmonophasic

pulses is delivered in one direction, followed by a subsequent

pulse train of opposite polarity.

19. The method of claim 1, wherein the waveforms for the

electric pulses are triangular, square, sinusoidal, exponential,

or trapezoidal.

20. The method of claim 1, wherein the electrode is con-

nected to a system for employing electrical impedance

tomography (EIT), computer tomography (CT), Magnetic

Resonance Imaging (MRI), or ultrasound to image the tissue

prior to treatment by applying small alternating currents that

themselves do not damage the tissue.

21. A method of treating a subject suffering from an aber-

rant cell growth, said method comprising:

contacting the subject with a first electrode,

placing at least two additional electrodes outside the sub-

ject’s body at positions that permit electrical charges to

be delivered to the aberrant cell growth, and

causing a train ofelectrical pulses to be emitted from one or

more ofthe electrodes into the aberrant growth region in,

wherein each pulse is incapable of IRE alone but

together as the pulse train capable of causing predomi-

nately non-thermal killing of aberrantly growing cells

by IRE.

22. The method ofclaim 21, wherein contacting comprises

contacting the first electrode with the skin of the subject.

23. The method ofclaim 21, wherein contacting comprises

implanting the first electrode at a site in the subject’s body

that is adjacent to the aberrant cell growth.

24. The method of claim 21, which is a method of deliver-

ing an electric pulse through a layer, wherein the pulse train is

between 50 nanoseconds and 10,000 nanoseconds.
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25. The method of claim 21, wherein the layer is bone,

muscle, fat, connective tissue, nervous tissue, or an endothe-

lial layer.

26. The method of claim 21, wherein the pulses induce a

combination of both IRE and supra-poration.

27. A method of treating a subject suffering from an aber-

rant growth, said method comprising:

implanting an electrode into or adjacent the aberrant

growth, and

causing a train of electrical pulses to be emitted from the

electrode into the aberrant growth in, wherein each pulse

is incapable of reversible electroporation alone,

wherein the pulse train is capable of causing reversible

electroporation of cells of the aberrant growth and/or

cells adjacent the aberrant growth, which results in

uptake of bioactive substances into the treated cells.

* * * * *
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